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:lie pipeline passes through
Ron in the Country Club
art area and although a comltee has been appointed by the
y Council to investigate the
isibility of natural gas for the
y nothing yet has been re[led.

L.ife is continually weighing
in very sensitive scales, and
ling every one of us precisely
lat his real weight is ti.) the
it grain of dust.—James Rusil Lowell.
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City Plans Purchase Of
Carr Park As Playground

Rural Carrier
Awaits Action
of Grand Jury
Cecil Weatherspoon, 54, local
rural mail carrier charged with
theft and embezzlement has‘been
under supicion by the postoffice
department for nearly a year.
according to R. O. Sealy, postal
inspector for this area. First. information that the carrier, who
would have been eligible for retirement within a year was falsifying records came after a routine - postal inspection and after
complaints from rural boxholders along the route.
Weatherspoon waived a hearing before Federal Commissioner
C. Warren Eaton in Paducah and
vvas bound over to the Fall Federal Grand Jury, which convenes Octobei: 24.
The specific charge placed against him was that of "stealing
$5 from a letter and embezzlemen tor $11 by "kiting" The latter is a postoffice term meaning
the act of selling money orders
and withholding the .money until another is sold.
According to Postal Inspector
R. O. Sealy, Weatherspoon admitted he owed about $57, which
he had taken from money orders.

T VA Big Political Issue As
Campaign
Starts In Earnest
• • • • •
• •

' At the next meeting of the Cityl council interested in establishing
There's no getting around it. The body politic has more fang
Council to be held in July the! a playground for the city's chilthan the body beautiful these days, and there's certainly no doubt
Councilmen
dren.
but. that is has replaced baseball as the great Fulton pastime. Since
It was nice to have a visit Mayor and Board of
last week the buzzing of the bees has been as nothing compared to
Carr Park has been a landwith Robert "Hammer" Johnson will discuss the purchase of Carr
the
buzzing of local political factions to get "their men" on a sure.
playdrouad
a
permanent
Park
as
mark in the city. As far back as
the other day. Hammer, you
win ticket.
know, is a c•andidate for county for the children of Fulton. Ac- 1390 it was the scene of much
Undercurrent of all the politica,1 conversation has been ttle oftcourt clerk, a veteran, and says cording to Mayor Boaz, Frank activity both in a civic and culattempted and
matter of Tennessee Valley AuAccording to Ward Johnson. thority power formuch-discussdd
that this business of politicking Carr, owner of the property has tural nature. Band concerts, lecthe city. It has,a
the committee appointed by- the been a-far more important item I
is a pretty interesting though placed a value of $25,000 on the tures, celebrations and other
nett James Meacham and R. a
strenuous job. Father of one acreage and has held up sale of events have been staged on the
City Council at the last meeting to the prospective candidate to
Will'iams. All candidates have
child, and one of a large fa.mily, the property in individual lots spacious grounds.
of the group to investigate the find a "stand" on TVA than it been prominently identified w‘k
he has resigned- his job with the pending action of the City CounIn more recent years the proppossibilities of natural gas for has been for him, or her, to give the growth and progress of the
a correct age and party affiliaU. S. Department of Enginedrs cil to purchase the site as a park erty has been used as a city
City of Fulton since their rethe
city will leave soon on a jun- tion on his
and
playground.
to seek the post of county court
playground in return for a nomiapplication for city
turn from the wars. Although
Mr.
Carr
stated
that
he
had
ket
to
view
first
hand
the
operato
office.
clerk. Mr. Johnson. plans
nal tax assessment to the properthe News has not taken a poll of
tion of natural gas units operatLatest development in the potmake a house-to-house canvas of been approached by two mem- ty owners. Last year the tax eqpurri of local politics is the de- each intividual candidate on the
the city in the near future, so be bers of the City Council in the ualization board placed a matering in this vicinity.
yeteran's ticket as to their platscinding of his application
on the look-out for this very interest of purchasing the prop- ial assessment on the properta,
to
erty as a park site. Mayor Boaz thus making it necessary for the
Johnson indicated that the city seek the office of mayor by Dr. form, one of the group said that
amiable fellow.
said that he would be agreeable Carr interests to plan a real eswas agreeable to securing this R. V. Putnam, and the eleventh- they were interested in "cheap
power" for the city and anything
to the purchase and knew of at
utility for the city consumers, hour announcement of popular that is good for Fulton.
We call yoga. attention this least two other members of the tate subdivision according to Mr.
Smith
Atkins,
that
Carr.
he
would
week to the news from Austin
and that the trip would be to in
Those who submitted their
Mr Carr said that sale of lots
Springs and from Martha Luthvestigate both the franchise sys- PUTNAM STATEMENT—
qualification papers early last
in the
proposed subdivision
er's department- in the Henry I.
tem, and the out-right ownership
"-After due consideration and week are: Don Hill, general conv.-ould be held- up awaiting acRiegel Company. We think them
system.
much thought I have decided to tractor, who is now a member of
tion of the City Council. Mayor
both extra good columns this
withdraw the notification and the Council; Paul Boyd, manager
Other
Boaz told the News that the ismembers of the commit- declaration for office of
week and feel sure that you will
Mayor of the Airlene Gas Company;
tee
are
As
a
a
vote
of
the
more
than
ever.
,sue
may
be
put
to
enjoy them
•Mansfield Martin and G. of the City of Fulton, Kentucky,
Charles Gregory, representative
To
the
voters
of
Fulton
County:,
B.
readers
tell
,
people.
Butterworth.
Of
fact,
our
matter
subject to the action of the dem- of the Prudential Life Insurance
I wish to take this opportunity
us that our rural correspondents
ocratic primary.
Company: Mansfield Martin, also
are really the star reporters of to announce through the columns
"Many things have entered in- at present a member of the
of this newspaper my candidacy i Sanders Announces
this paper.
to this decision and it has not Council and co-owner of the City
for Constable of the First County For
Re-Election
been done on thc spur of the Electric and Tire Company-, G.B.
We call your attention too. to . Magisterial district, and to solicit
moment. It is my s ncere belief Butterworth, ticket agent for the
The News 'is authorized to anFootnotes, by Alice and Me. ap- your influence and vote.
that this action will be to the I.C. and a member of the present
I am 32 years old and have flounce the candidacy of Aaron
pearing in its usual place on the
best advantage of the city, and I council and Alice Clark Coleman,
editorial page. Alice forgot to lived in Fulton for the past 24 Sanders for the office of Jailer of
pledge my sincere efforts to back clerk to the general foreman of
tell of the lady- golfer who got years. I am married and halve one Fulton County, subject to the acthe city administration to th; the Illinois Central and the only
in sumething of a rut at the chai daughter, Donna Carol Looney. tion of the Democratic Primary,
Folks at the News office are
most outstanding editorials very best of my ability at all women ever to seek such a city
A veteran of the past war, I August 6, 1949.
the other day. She hit a ball and
mighty proud of the three new
_
written during the past year. times.
post.
Mr. Sanders has been serving picture frames that hang on
it hit the tree and it bounced served in the Military Police for
Out of nearly 150 entries the
"I wish to convey my appreciaHad a plan by several local
back right in her face, almost. two years in this country, and as jailer of Fulton county for the the wall these days, because
Fulton News was awarded tion to all of my friends and businessmen gone through, an
Thinking that a little funny, she overseas for 27 months with the past year and a half, having been contained therein are three exfourth place for its editorial backers, and hope that I may be entire council of avowed TVA
did it again. and again it came 370th Motor Vehicle Assembly elected to fill out the unexpired cellence awards presented to
entitled "What Gives With of service to the community at proponents would have been
back. According to the caddy who Company, supplying motor ve- term of Mrs. Inez Shanklin, who the editors last weekend when
State Rights." Another fourth any future date.''
proposed to the city voters. Alrevealed the story that ball hit hicle parts for the entire Pacific resigned.
they attended the Kentucky
place award was received for
though the city possesses a goodthat tree ancl came back four Theater.
Mr. Sanders has made a good Press
Association
meeting
the
general excellence of the seek the office of mayor. (The ly number of alleged rabid enI am an active member in the record as jailer and believes that
: $ & " said
times. $ • '
held on Kentucky Lake.
News' editorial page.
News indicated in a story last thusiasts for TVA power for
the lady• golfer. That means. isn't American Legion and Veterans his experience in this office will
week, that Mr. Atkins would an- Fulton, only three of the group
In
the
state-wide
newspaper
of Foreign Wars, and also YMBC enable him to serve
that a funny ball. in pig latin.
the people of comPetition the Fulton News
The entire News staff feels nounce for mayor.)
could be induced to run on such
in Fulton.
this county better than could a
that the awards really were
Further developments have al- a ticket. Failing to secure the
I went to high school in Ful- person who is not familiar with was awarded a certificate for
Why Eds Skip Town:
presented
to
the
people
of
Fulquartsecond
place
in
the
best
so appeared on the horizon of the need six to run, the slate was
"No governor in many. years ton, and presently belong to the the problems of the office.
ton,' who have been a daily City Council, when a veterans' abandoned.
er-page advertisement subhas been able to love on the sal- Woodrow Fuller Sunday School
Mr. Sanders says he believes mitted. The ad was for the OK
inspiration
for
our
efforts.
To
organization inspired slate was I Still "on the table" is the
ary paid him" . Virginia paper. Class of the First Baptist Church. th.e record will show that he has Laundry a n d was headed
our readers we dedicate our presented with six popular vet-I Mayor's list of ippointmtras to
"Unsettledto night. snow prob- in Fulton.
kept the cost of feeding prison- "Strictly our Responsikility
best'
efforts
to
improve
the
erans
the present
announcing their intention! form a put.e.,r
I worked for the late Bailey ers at a minimum while mainable: no tmuch change intemptapaper so that tirst place to run for berth's Oh the City j 'City Council veiled last fall to
Not a
Huddleston, and am at present taining a better than average Buttons and Bosys „rtIon." . . South Dakota paper.
awards will come next year ..
Council Limited. They are: Al j begin negotiations to secure the
the manager of May•nard's serv- standard of diet, and further, that Song, but a Service.:; The _ad
to you who deserve the best T. Owens, Joe Treas, Hussein government power for the city.
was anpropriately illustrated.
Ham Ethridge, local sound-ef- ice station in Fulton.
he has kept the building in good
Another award was present- 'that your subscription money, Pitchford, Charles Robert Ben- First step in making negotiations
I will appreciate your vote for sanitary condition.
fects mart: electrician. poet. and
can buy. .
ed in the conipetition for the
was to appoint a Mayor's power
pow-wow expert from the poop- me as your Constable.
"Due to the responsibilities of
board, which would have comNEAL B. LOONEY
deck out at the ball park. adma• office. it will be difficult for
No
Foundation
To
plete authority in making arEnvoys Extraordinary To England
PoL Adv.
vises us that he is preparing a
me to see every voter personalrangements to bring TVA to *e
Rumor Regarding
singing commercial for the park
ly." Mr. Sanders
continued,
city. Presented to the City CounPHARMACY ANNIVERSARY
PA system.
"hence, I take this means of soPasses and Polities
cil was a group of five names
July 1, 1949, will mark the be- liciting your vote and influence
Since he is the guy who startwhich needed ratification of that
There is no foundation to the
ed this look-under-the-Coca-Cola ginning of the third year in and earnestly request that you
body. On motion of one of the
rurnor that an employee of the
bottle-for-the-address stuff that which the College of Pharmacy will examine my record and decouncilmen
the
nominations
Illinois Central Railroad cannot
we mentioned last week. we has functioned as part of the cide to vote for me in the Augwere tabled and no further achold public office because of pass
might as well add that he was University of Kentucky. For ust 6. primary.
timf
has
been
taken
on that isriding privileges, according to
"Stuck" for drinks last weekend three-quarters of a century be"If elected to this office, I
sue.
legal authorities consulted on the
by turning up the bottle the fore the school was taken over by pledge myself to serve in the
Equally avid is the discussion
matter. It was revealed that there
aongest distance yet recorded a- the University, it was known as same efficient and economiaal
in some circles as to what is
is a Kentucky Statute which says.
way from home: Tiajuana, Mexi- the Louisville College of Phar- manner as I have in the past."
meant by TVA for Fulton. Is the
macy.
that within the meaning of SecMr. Sanders, who has spent
co.
plan to have the city operate
tion 197, certain pass-holders of
practically all his life in Fulton
its own municipal power plant
a railroad cannot ride intra-state
county, has a wlfe and four chiland buy current from Tenneseee
on a pass while holding certain
dren. Due to an automobile acValley Authority or to have TVA
public offices.
cident in 1937, he is not physicaloperate the city's power system?
On being interviewed with
ly able to do strenuous work but
Or is TVA a frame of mind or a
reference to the ruling and rumis thoroughly capable of handling
real desire?
or. Mrs. Alice Clark Coleman an
, the duties of the office of jailer.
Whatever the issue, this yeaes
employee of the railroad and a
I He has always supported the
local political campaign with be
G. J. "Gip" McDade, chief of ficer work and believe that my' Democratic party.
canchelate for City Council said:
charged with high voltage enerpolice of Fulton for the past two record speaks for itself as to the
"If I am elected I shall ask the
Previous
announcement
in
gy,'probably enough to generate
years and a member of county type of officer I have been.
railroad to rescind my pass-ridother county papers was mak
any power plant for a "nightly
I shall make a thorough cam-- in March.
police 'forces for the past 15
ing privileges within the State
king time to come. But whatyears is today announcing his paign and hope to see each votif they in any way affect the legever
the views, the thing is to
candidacy to seek the office of er before election day. Your
ality of my position on the City
get out and vote for the issue you
Sheriff of Fulton County subject vote and influence will be Jones, Rushton Fined
Council."
believe in.
to the action of the voters in the greatly appreciated.
Other railroad employees seekFor
Union
City
Theft
Democratic primary an August
ing
public
office
could
not
be
McDADE"
'G. J. "Gip"
James Green Studies
6. A resident of this section all
reached for comment.
W. O. Jones and Kayo RushPol. Adv.
of his life and having lived in
ton, both 22, who were arrested
During Summer Period
Fulton for the past 25 years, Mr.
CHARLENE MARTIN RESIGNS
here a few hours after breaking
McDade was a candidate for FulMiss Charlene Martin, teacher
into two Union City business
James V. Green, son af Mr.
ton County jailer eight years aof commercial subjects at Ful- and Mrs. J. F. Green, Fulton, arid
houses. were each finded $25 and
go. At that time he received the
ton High School for the past three a student at the University of
costs yesterday following a hearyears, has resigned to accept a Kentucky, is one of 100 UK enlargest number of votes ever
ing at Union City.
position in Jefferson County gineering students who
cast Prom this end of the caunty.
Both confessed to breaking inwill
schools.
spend a major part of their sarnIn making his formal anA Marshall County coroner's to the Pan-Am Grocery and takThe resignation of the popu- mer vacation
surveying
the
nouncement Mr. McDade said:
jury Monday returned a verdict ing around $47 in cash, and to
lar teacher now makes a total of mountainous regions of East..!rn
"Many of my friends have of "accidental drowning" in the entry in the Ford Garage, where
Mrs. James Isbell and Reed and Jtm, 3r., iino are now living in five vacancies existing at the Kentucky as a supplement
to
urged me to run for the office death of five Illinoisans whose nothing was removed.
England while Colonel Isbell serves with the Third Air Force. ,school.
their classroom work.
Both are from Fulton.
of sheriff of Fulton County. I do fishing boat sank in the Tennes(See Story Below)
so with the belief that my quali- see River below Kentucky Dam
fications are such as to make the last Thursday.
All five bodies surfaced Suncounty the kind of sheriff they
deserve. I have had a wide a- day and were recovered, Marmount of experience in police of- shall Coroner Ray Linn said.
The bodies of John Lasak, his
Lady Vansittart was wonderfuLl doing since I'd arrive and that
A long time ago when Virginia girls in England to present a bou- tender years.
son, Dean, Fred Rich. all of West
The Isbells are living in a land They live in the most exquisite was to ask questions. So next
Fleming Isbell, was a little girl quet of flowers to Princess MarBushart Vehicle Stolen: Frankfort, and J. W. Mornin, she
must have dreamed of knights garet Rose in a dedication cere- of almost make-believe. Domi- manor house and they are the ' ,morning I saw in the news from
Herrin, were recovered just be- in armor. and princesses in ivnry mony held earlier this week.
ciled in an old-world cottage in most exquisite Enelish peer and Oxford in the Times that his
Found on Highway 45W llow
Kentucky Dam. The body towers and old English cottages
Denham, Buckhamshire, more his wife. Jim and I both scourecil Lordship had held an open forbeen
prophetic
It
must
have
The 1948 green Chrysler be- of Miles Baker, West Frankfort, with pretty wisteria. It must
to than 300 years old, Mrs. Isbell the house for all the London u.m after a very short speech.
longing to Mr. and Mrs. Buck was recovered near Haddox Fer- have been a dream well planned, that Reed should be selected
said in an interview with an En- Times and read up on all sorts! One night last week we went
Royal
present
the
floweret°
her
Bushart was stolen Thursday ry, about five miles downstream. because her fascinating and inglish paper recently, "this is just of situations, but Lord Vansit- to dinner at General and Mrs
similar
are
Highness,
so
their
dYA professional diver had spent
morning from its parking place
teresting life in England could namic personalities Reed is a lit- as I have always imagined Eng- tart wanted to talk about Rita Ackenman's. He's the Air atacross from the City Coal Co. nearly two days searching for not have happened by chance.
tle girl who can converse with land." Colonel Isbell is assistant Hayworth's latest matrimonial ! tache here and the Kieffers were
Mrs. Bushart had gone in to the bodies.
Letters to her mother, Mrs. Jes- grown-trps and yet never lose to General Johnson, chief of the venture. fie was to go to Oxhard tkere and also the Swiss, Norfrby's and upon returning found
sie Lee Fleming, are in story. the juvenile touch. Her wide Third Air. Force in England.
that evening to speak to about! whian and Swedish Air attaches.
MENDS MEETING
the vehicle mis.sing.
book fashion and her latest. with travels with her parents have
The latter's w/re is the cousin
Letters to her mother could be 250 American students there on
Clyde Williams, Jr., presiaentMr. Bushart found the car
the biggest news of all, is almost made her anything but an termed "Kentuckiana in Eng- international affairs and said at of the King of Sweden and a real
shortly thereafter parked on the elect of the Fulton Rotary Club, too good to Le true.
"Ai my brat," but rather a tre- land" or "They are jolly good about 3:30 he hadn't yet decided live wire . . she can rhumba
Union City Highway with the and Paul Wertpheling, ve.cretarv
Little Reed' Isbell, vivacious mendously well poised young fellows," but whatever, follow the what he'd say. So I said, since out of this world. Th.y w, re all
brakes burned out. The thief will attend a District Conference
thought wonderful fun and we had
a
Bowling, daughter of Colonel and Mrs. lidy who is a good listener, a label's on their magic carpet in I was an American I
drove the distance with the hand- of Rotrry Chibs in
perhaps the other Americans
—
w as
selected good talker and pretty much of excerpts from a recent letter:
Thbell
brake on. No other damages wert Gr'‘en, Ky., Sunday, Monday and James
(Continue on page seven)
,Our luncheon with Lord and might like doing what I'd been
from All of the little American an individ•ial thinker tor her
Tuasday.
discernible.
ellaii•e•••••••••e•e4.4.•••••-i..9.•
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CONSTABLE RACE
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IRONER
11 hand irons. Yon can iron
two and three pieces at one
tinie ... press suits and coats,
too. Finger-tip operation
makea it easy and restful.
Let our demonstrator allow
yon how to get beautiful,
wrink le-free ironing — sitting
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Political Announceitests
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by McFeatiers
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and Political Cards
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$2.00 a year. ELseSubscription rates radius of 20 miles of Fulton
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Fulton, Kentucky, under the act of March 3,

The News is authorized to announce the candidacy of the following, subject to the action of
the Democratic Primary to be
held on Saturday, August 6, 1949:

For State Representative
Harvey Pewitt
For County Judge
Homer Roberts
Dee L. McNeill

like
There is . . . nothing that keeps the heart youngsome
to
sympathy, like giviiag oneself with enthusiasm
worthy thing or cause.—Anonymous.

For Sheriff
Leland Jewell
Myatt 'Mike" Johnson
Roy Nethery
Red Garrison
Irby Hammond
J. T. Davie

The Other Fellow's Nose
By Arthur Garfield Hays
Distinguished lawyer, champion of civil liberties
defend to the
"I disapprove of what you say, but I will
.
it."—Voltaire
say
to
right
your
death
believe
Many people do not believe in free speech; they
unless
meaning
no
has
belief
our
Yet
but--"
in "free speech
as those we
we are tolerant of utterances we loathe as well
approve.
comes
Is there a line to be drawn anywhere-when it
we must
to expression of opinion? Of course there is, but
point
define it carefully. The line should be.drawn at the
where words contribute directly to violation of law or to
violence. In short, my right to swing my arm ends where
the other fellow's nose begins.
Too often, we are inclined to do something to suppress
opinions just because we do not like them, whether they
be Communist or Fascist doctrine, or anti-Negro, antiCatholic, anti-Semitic publications and speech. The purpose
of such suppression may be all right, but the philosophy
is bad. In orde.r to fulfill an immediate end, we are likely
to forget the underlying principle that every human being
has an inalienable right to express himself—whether we
agree with him o'r not.
The important point is this: Free speech works; it
works better in our country than any form of censorship
or suppression. We must cherish it carefully. For as long as
eryone hris the right to speak, the truth is bound to
emerge.
The meaning of our Constitution was never better
phrased than .in the American colloquialism: "Let 'em talk.
This is a free country, isn't it?" It takes faith in this
principle to be a good America.

Dairy Farming
"The Kentucky farmer who wants to put his land to
most productive use--who want assurance of a consisemtly favorable farm products income--or who wants to
enhance the value of his farming operation for future
sale or benefit to his heirs—can best accomplish these purposes by making a sound dairy program a proportionate
part of his time and dollar investment."
This was the central thought of a recent radio address
anade by Ihen Allen Thomas, President of the American
Dairy Association of Kentucky, in behalf of June Dairy
Month activities in Kentucky.
In support of liLs "Best Inve-tment" message. Thomas
pr.iduction
of the b_entucky
listed eight main
situation that operate in three main catagories to the
great advantage of the Kentucky dairy farmer: (1) The
physical qualifications of Kentucky land and climate, for
economical herd operation; (2) The market price advantages deriving from Kentucky's own consumption level,
geographic location, and the local availabilities of .manufacturing facilities for processing and converting fluid
milk; (3) The production efficiency advantages available
to the dairy herd operator through locally available, high
quality dairy, animals, dairy equipment. and feedstuffs.

Recession Psychology
We have noted, during the past few months, little
news stories here and there about "indications" looking
toward a depression, or recession. We have even heard it
talkid thus on the streets of Fulton.
Yet we have looked around us and found general business conditions to be in quite a healthy state, and no apparent sign of such a thing in the offing here at all. In farm

For Magistrate .
District No. 2
Clyde uorum
H. R. Sublett, Sr.
"VVe'd better notify the utilities to shut off our light
and heat!"

law of the new German Econom- fusion and lack of collaboration
and the
ic Council in 1948. We in Ger- between these offices
many abandoned the way of ad- different branches of agricultministrative control and the new ural administration.
topic of our economic develop"I have had some experience
ment is free enterprise."
some
and
in administration
S.
U.
in
I
Disappointed
knowledge of agificukturd.
enterprise
free
that
thought
"I
don't know too much about your
economic
of
line
whole
the
both„
on
American specifications of
life would be the most significant but I hope I may be allowed to
tendency to be met on my trip give you this open-minded rethrough the United States," Dr. port about my first impressions.
Podeyn's letter continued. "I was
"My thoughts are based on the
wondering how much I could
learn here for My own task in opinion that agriculture naturally grows best in the Lord's free
Germany.
and that artificial
"May I tell you that already I and open air
administration, however
feel some disappointment in this work of
founded in good-win to support
direction.
and to conserve, must have its
you
what
and
do
you
"What
1Lmits."
n
administratio
more
means
plan
and less free enterprise. I ad- Farmers From Denmark
mit that your administration (of
farm Program) is based on and Sixteen robust and eager young
nourished by free democratic farmers from Denmark are getideals and feelings. But the trend ting settled for a year's stay on
of your development is in favor Wisconsin and Iowa farms where
of an administration which gives they have been placed by the
the rule and the not-to-be-forgot- two State Farm Bureaus and the
ten forms and applications ap- American Farm Bureau Federaplied by a tight and complicated tion. The boys, whose stay in the
network of offices spread over United States is sponsored by the
the whole country.
AFBF, arrived in America June
"From one of your best-in- 4, spent a couple of days sightformed Congressmen I heard seeing in Washington then headfrankly-spoken words about con- ed westward for their new jobs.

James H. Amberg

FOOTNOTES
Alice and Me
Golf has been written from a
woman's view, a man's view, an
expert's view and even a bird's
eye view. It has been analyzed,
scrutinized, scandalized and sometimes eulogized. It- has been
cussed, discussed and repulsed.
But rarely has a typewriter
crawled onto the green and reported the meanderings of the
golfer from a caddie's standpoint.
The little fellow who follows
alongside, or shortly behind the
player gave his own views of the
game to a News reporter as they
waited for the ladies to return
from lunch on Tuesday.
For instance lady golfers are
the best players, they said. The
golf bags are lighter and their
game is more leisurely. Their
conversation is more varied and
their general attitude is more
cheerfu\ Their fairway conversation cc Icerns anything from the
best soap powders for wood-work
to the boy they had a date with
(if unmarried, of
last night.
course.) Ladies rarely ever maintain the silence that *men do in
playing golf, and hardly ever
do the "matching" for hole shots.
A good example of their views
of the golfer concerns their
qualifications for being a caddie.
the attributes for
When
being a good caddie, they almost
simultaneously answered, muscle
and brains. "Brains" the reporter
asked, "and way." "Listen lady,
when you follow some of the
folks around and listen to their
conversation. which goes on
pretty fast sometimes, and they
tell you to hand them a club,
stopping what
ever
without
they're saying, you GOT to have
brains to figure out what club
they want."
On the other hand golfing
a profitable business, though
spotty at times. For instance if
a man has a good game, he pays
over and above the regular fee.
If its bad, he begrudges even the

regular stipend. Harry McDaniels
made $5.50 in one day, caddying
four rounds for Byron Blagg and
Boots Rodgers. Average take for
one day is about two dollars.
Incidentally they—call Harry, the
"gambling fool." He will take as
many bets as Lloyd's of London.

For Jailer
Harry Poynor
Frank Mooney
Earl Tibbs
For Tax Assessor
ElMer Murchison
Harry L. White

The highest score they've ever
seen for nine holes is 144. The For County Court Clerk
highest score for one hole, 30
strokes. Favorite player of Mac Rob.(Hammer) Johnston
Fields, son of Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
Mrs. Kathryn R. Kelly
Fields is Mrs. Buren Rodgers,
Hazel Bradley
tournafour-way
the
won
who
Herman L. Gaddie
ment on Tuesday. Most admired
is Warren Johnson, whose
in-one has them still gasping.
other crops led to extension of
subsidies and by the end of the
Funny incident department: war there was some form of subOne youngster reported caddying sidy on every agricultural comfor a lady who found a fine new modity grown in Germany. At
ball in one of the hazards. She this stage the system assumed
gaily pulled the ball out of a the character of general aid for '
mud-hole arre. threw it o% the agriculture. Dr. Podeyn wrote
fairway, proud indeed of her that the over-all system of price-i
"find." But alas, she came on the supports grew __to _L9_ billionl
fairway and look,bd for more Reichmarks by 1945--nearly 20
than an hour for the ball she percent of the total value of
"found," only to find that it was marketed farm products.
really lost. "Is that sad," we ask"The post-war State budget
'ed. "Sure it is, when you Insider
could not bear this heavy burden ,
that balls' are 95 cent each."
and naturally all subsidies had to
Then there are the extra poor give way to the rebuilding of
players, who are unwelcome em- fair and genuine prices for al,
Neither
ployers to some of the youngst- foodstuffs," he said.
ers. "We can spot them a ntile," farmers nor consumers desired
they say. "They come at' you to pay further obedience to the
v -ith, "isn't he a darling boy, will Reich's Food Estates Offices.
y iu caddy for me." What can a their so-called self-governing sof 'low do, things are tough ev- cieties and the thousands of laws
and regulations they had issuel
erywhere.
during 12 years.
Regulars at the Country Club
"The end was the dissolution
are: Charles Lee Estes, Bobby' of the Food Estates Offices by
Gossum, Rice Owens, David Ward
Holland, Paul Argo, Don Brown.
Jamie Barnes, James Long, Kenneth Everett, Virgil Covington.
Charles Stoker, Mac Fields, Larry Cavender and Harry McDaniels.

TOO LATE
FOR TEARS

Don't shoot the caddy for this
expose'. He's really a nice little
fellow with a horrifying motto:
Play here if it kills us, we need
the money.

uently with AFBF's Mr. Lynn
A German's Reaction
''It looks to me like you're because of the latter's familiariheading where we've just been," ty with German agricultural
said a German farm leader in problems. For almost three years
response to a question of what Mr. Lynn was Assistant Director
and
he thought of proposals to use of the Food. Agriculture
payment subsidies Forestry Division of the Military
production
for farm commodities in lieu of Government in Germany.
His views after a month in
fair prices in the market places.
Dr.
After 30 days in the United : America were written by
is
States, touring farming regios, I Podeyn to Mr. Lynn, and it
things
talking, with farmers. organizd- plain that he's not finding
tion leaders and federal admini- as he expected to find them.
strators of various aspects of . Recalls Germany's Experience
Dr. Podeyn began his letter by
agriculture, a German agricultural leader made that revealing' tracing the experiences of ,agristatement to J. C. Lynn of the culture in Germany from 1933
American Farm Bureau Federa- to 1945 with emphasis en the
tion's legislative staff in Wash- system of subsidies and controls
quicker way than to tell her tbat a recesSion is around the
developed by the Nazis. He exington.
corner. Not only is it bad psychology, but in this area, at
Speaking was Dr. Hens Pod- plained how impractical it wls
eyn, Deputy Minister of Food, to continue these subsidies and
least, we can't see any truth in it at all.
Agriculture and Forestry for programs after. the war's end.
He said that farm subsidies in
Western Germany, the position
Ile has held since the war's end. Germany began with a system
Dr. Podeyn is in America to aimed at developing oil-seed cul:Tend sixty days studying the tivation to make Germany selfU.S. agricultural program so that sufficient in edible and non-ediNashville, Tenn. I drew in Fulton. She gets more he may be guided or aided in ble oils. This was done at firit
June 20, 1949 ,1 money for teaching 9 months developing a sound agricultural by a simple subsidy payment
Germany which was finally increased to
Dear Pauli
than the Supt. of Fulton City program for • Western
under its new constitution. His about 600 percent of the former
I ha% e jest received the resig-1 Schools draws for 12 months.
trip is being sponsored jointly by price. The program succeeded in
nation of Miss Charlene Martin as! This brings the vacancies to 5
the U. S. Army and the Office increasing oil-seed production in
teacher of commerce in Fulton with one more expected.
of Foreign Agricultural Rela- western Germany by about 300
High :-.•hool. She has accepted a
percent.
W. L. HOLLAND, Supt. t ions.
in Jefferson
SEItching position
Soon, however, demands by
Dr. Podcyn has conferred freqFulton City Sohools
Counts; at twice the salary t,she
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Telephone Service
Keeps on being a

BIG BARGAIN
Tlie price you pay for telephone service is low—low in
comparison to the costs of most other things yoit buy—
low in comparison to our costs of supplying service. For
only a few pennies a day you are in speaking distance of
friends and relatives at any hour—a real package of
convenience and pleasure!
Always a bargain, telephone service is growing in value
every day as the circle of friends and relatives you can
tall becomes larger,and service becomes faster and better.
Yes, telephone service is a big bargain. And it's growing
bigger day by day.
SOUTHERN

SELL

TELEPHONE

arm

TELEGRAPH

COMPANY

Store Away More Food
with the Amazing
"Stowaway"
Freezer Locker
in your great new

areas such as ours, bank deposits and bond holdings have
been reported as substantial, and farmers in general, in
quite a healthy condition. We wonder just why some folks
want to look at the gloomy side of the picture and try to
spread such thought, when the net result of it, should the

thing spread, be just what they are talking.
There are a number of industrial areas which are reporting wide-spread unemployment and difficult times,
but why spread such gloom in a healthy, happy area such
as ours?
How well we remember the deep depression days, when
the opposite kind of psychology was used to "Keep Smiling"
. . "Every Day in Every Way, things are getting better
and better" ideas. Back in those days, when business had
gone to pot, the merchant would still greet his lone customer of the morning with a smile, to cheer her up and make
ber feel like buying more. It was good psychology.
If you want to close a buyer's pocketbook, there's no

Frida

INTERNATIONAL
HARVESTER
REFRIGERATOR
CheckiThese coriiiiinient NEW Features

, Two Eschntvis
-Fo downy" Shelves
For butter and left.
ov•rs. Fold away
erts•n not in use.
Extra convenience.

t:FrIgldrawer"
For Meet, Poultry
Provides proper tem.
peroeeeee, humidity
for storage of 13V2
pounds safely.

Super-Storage
Holds mor• than
I th bushels of foods
you don't refrigerate, and staples.

Come in and sec this beauty today. You'll
see why we say —"There's room to Vans
with spare room in your kitchen"—with an
IFI Refrigerator. Think of all the food you
can buy at sale prices and store, with the
itnportant new features shown at left ...
and with the roomy "Stowaway" freezer
locker compartment that holds more than
35 pounds of frozen foods ... plu.s two
roomy Crispers storing more than three
pecks of deliciously crisp and fresh vegetables and fruits. This extra capacity saves
you shopping and meal planning time, too.
And don't forget the economy of the
"Tight - \X'ad" unit that assures carefree
operation mouth-in, niooth-out, for years.

PAUL NAILLING IMPLEMENT (OMPANY
314 WALNUT ST.

FULTON

PHONE 16

C
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PILOT 01.1C
Mrs. B. G. Lowry, Cor.
Mrs. Richard Lowry has been
admitted to the Fulton Hospital
for treatment.
Mrs. Mary Collins spent Friday with Mrs. Nova Coltharp.
Mr. and Mrs. John Yates, Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Lowry, Mr.
and Mrs. Burnal Lowry, Mr. and
Mrs. R. S. Gossum and boys and
Marshall Lowry were Sunday
guests of Mr. and Mrs. B. G.
Lowry and son.
Mr. and Mrs. L. T. Williams
were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Rose of Murray, Saturday evening.
Mrs. Mary Nell Gossum and
Mrs. Onia Lowry shopped in
Mayfield Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Edson McGuire
and son of Fulton, Mr. and Mrs.

Einuuitt Finley were Sunday
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Murphey.
Mrs. Margaret Carr was hostess to twenty-two ladies Wednesday afternoon when they met at
her home for a Stanley party.
Prizes were won by Mrs. Louise
Olive and Mrs. Edith Yates.

Most Complete Stock

mormERS RAY

PERSONALS

In West Kentucky

ville, Va., atter a visit with her by, are visiting her sister, Mit. a weeks visit to their uncle and
mother, Mrs. J. J. House and her Roy Pickering and Mr. Picker- aunt, Mr. and Mrs. N. T. Morse.
ing in Memphis.
brother, Harry House.
Mrs. J. A. Waterstreet and
Buddy Grugett
Mrs. Paul Hays and children
and Frank children of St. Louis is the guest
have retlyned to the their home Beggs of Memphis were gueSts of Mrs. Vodie Hardin on Third
in Oak 'Ridge, Tenn., after sev- of Mrs. Mozelle Rawls Tuesday. street.
Mria Edna Drewery has been
eral weeks visit to her mother,
Mrs. J. W. Gordon spent tbe
admitted to Jones Hospital.
Mrs. J. J. Owen in Highlands.
weekend with her son, James
ME ANCIENTEGYPT/ANS
Joe Ridgeway of St. Louis, Mo.,
Misses Patricia and Sue Shir- Wallace Gordon and Mrs. Goris the guest of his aunt, Mrs. ley arrived Thursday from Louis- don in Nashville.
SO VENERATED MOTHERS
M. L. McDade and Mr. McDade in ville to visit their grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Kirklard
TNAT 77/E 77/RONE ANO ALL
Highlands
Mr and Mrs. C. R. Collins on and granddaughter, Ramelle of
PR/VATE PROPERTY WERE
Mr. and Mrs. Hendon Wright Fourth street.
Paris, Tenn., are the guests of
C. D. Jones was admitted to their son, R. M. Kirkland and
spent Monday at Kentucky Lake.
/NNER/TED ONLY 77-/ROU6A/
Mrs. I. W. Dobbins and Mrs. Jones Hospital Tuesday.
family.
THE MOTHER
Joe Gathwright and son, Joe left
Joyce Allen Pullen of CrutchLouisTuesday for their home in
field is a patient in Jones Hosville after being the guests of pital.
PRICE TAG ON A
/N MEP/EVAL T/MES,MOTNIA'
and
Davis
D.
J.
Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. W. M. Mitchell, Billy
PAY-WAS THE V/R6/N DAY.
Bradford.
O.
L.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Smith, Mrs. Ebgene Wayne and
PRESENTS OFJEWELRY WERE
Mr. and Mrs. Ftoy Pickering of Ernest West who have be paguests
weekend
were
Memphis
tients ig Jones Hospital have
BROUGHT TO NER SHR/NES.
F LOVELINESS!
of their mothers, Mrs. R. E. Pick- been dismissed. NUMAA/ MOTHERS WERE
ering and Mrs. Elizabeth Osgood.
Lt. and Mrs. J. D. Hales and
EMEMBEREP TOO.
Mr. and J. Mack Scates who has little daughter, Carolinda cif
been visiting her parents in Baltimore are the guests of his'
Brownsville, Tenn. arrived Tues- parents, Mr. and Mrs. Tom Hales
day to join Mr. Scates at the and sister, Miss Mary Moss Hales
-home of his mother, Mrs. J. H. and her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
M dd .
Joe Beadles.
Mr. and Mrs. John T. •Price,
Mrs. Bob Bellew is visiting
Mrs. Verna DeMyer and Miss
in Mayfield, Ky.
Elizabeth Ward attended O. E. S. relatives
4vmeN cuE
Mrs. Frank Beadles, Mrs. Bob 1
Friendship night in Aurora, Ky.,
spent
White
Jane
Miss
White
and
Friday night.
Exchange Furniture
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Homra and Monday in Paducah.
Company
and
Morse
Beveiiy
MINS
Little
Shirley,
and
daughters, Barbara
Phone 35
207 Church St.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Homra and brother Garry, have returned to
daughter, Pam and Miss Lola their home in. Hopkinsville af'ter
THE
NoTHER'S PAY,
Homra spent Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. Sam Hamra in Steele,
suNPAY IN MAY EAcli YEAR,
Mo.
WAS BECOME A PATE FOR
Mrs. S. L. Brown and Miss
GIFTS TO MOTHERS PROM
Elizabeth Ward, and Mr. and
CHILDREN AND HUSBANDS
Mrs. Johnny -Lancaster and dauNancy spent Sunday in
ghter,
1,w
61741Memphis where they visited Mr.
Brown, who is a patient in St.
Joseph Hospital. They also visNiagara Falls and other points mothers, Mrs. W. L. Joyner and ited the zoo.
of interests in the East before re- Mrs. J. J. House. They were acDavid Sundwick spent Wedcompanied home by Mrs. Joyner nesday in Jackson on business.
turning home.
for two
guest
their
be
will
who
and
Exurn
Milton
Mrs.
and
Me
Dr. and Mrs. Glenn Bushart
Power driven wheels,
power Orrvan reel, power
...hildren are visiting Rev. and weeks.
and sons, Gerald and Duncan
driven sharpener. posTiptonof
Mrs. Nellie Johnson
vacation
a
Mrs. Robert Duncan in Abingfrom
0..0 action clutch. all
Sunday have returned
cohtrols on handle at
don, Va. They will also visit in ville, Tenn., was the
trip to Louisville where Dr. Busoperator's fingertips.
S.mith
Charlotte
returning guest of Mrs.
before
Washington
hart attended the 20th reunion
Arch
on
Combs
Hattie
and Mrs.
home.
of University of Louisville Medstreet.
ical School and a trip through
Mrs. Harry Plott of Duquion.
Mr. and Mrs. E D. Keiser and Eastern Kentucky down to GalIII., spent Father's Day, with her
day
all
.Attanded an
lenburg, Tenn.
M. Exum on Wanlut dhIldrerC
father,
church service at Fancy Farm,
street.
Mrs. John Covington and chilKy.
dren are visiting relatives in
Mr. and Mrs. I. M. Miller of
Mrs. Leighman Drysdale has Halls Tenn.
Bruceton, Tenn.. and Mr. and
of her dauMrs. Miller Burgess of Paducah returned to the home
Louis Kasnow is visiting his
Especially designed to meet Mehemet
Capell in New
Owners needs rnih plenty of power
were Sunday guests of Mr. and ghter, Mrs. Perry
Joe Kasnow and family
in the Brmos S. Stratton four-cycle
several eveeks brother,
after
La.,
Orleans,
Burgtss,
S.
Nirs. R.
in St. Louis.
encone. The Rocket is noted for care.
$137.50
free maintenance and perfect perform.
Mr. and Mrs. Wade Joyner and visit in Fulton.
Mrs. Paul Boaz and son, BobInce.
Mrs. J. A. Poe and little dauchildren, Jerry and Joan and
Mrs. W. L. Joyner spent Satur- ghter, Margaret, have returned
from a visit to her sister, Mrs.
day at Kentucky Lake.
family in LexMr. and Mrs. Wade Joyner and Jerry Jones and
children, Joan and Jerry have ington, Ky.
Phone 169
FuIt .n
207 East Fourth St.
Mr. and Mrs. Maxwell McDade
returned to their home in Macon,
Ga., after a weeks visit with their and children, Ann and Max 'attended a reunion of her 'atilt's,
R. L. Conley's, family in Almo,
Tenn., Sunday.
Mrs. Robert McCain has returned to her home in Henry,
Tenn., after a visit to Mr. and
Mrs. E. M. Jenkins.
Mrs. Zell Williams has returned to her home in Oak Ridge,
Mrs. Ben Gholson is visiting
in Fulton.
Mrs. J. Mack Scates who has
her son, Irvin Gholson and family
in Vallejo, Calif.
Mrs. Mildred Lamb left Tuesday for her home in Charlottes-

,7
mce-721 14
RootsofCulture .

Miss Laverne Williams has returned toher home in Nashville
after visiting relatives in Fulton.
Miss Williams formerly lived in
Fulton and taught in the city
schools.
J. Mack Scates of New Orleans
La., is visiting his mothet Mrs.
J. H. Maddox and Mr. Maddox.
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Henderson
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bowers
and children, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Bowers and children, and Mr.
and Mrs. James McDade and
children, Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Henderson spent last Thursday
at Kentucky Lake.
Mr. and Mrs. John Stewart and
Mrs. A. J. Kirkland attended a
family reunion at the home of
Mrs. Harry Vincent in Union City
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Henderson
and children have returned to
their home in Evansville, Ind.,
after spending their vacation
with his ;rents, Mr. and Mrs.
Walter H derson.
Mrs. Boyd Bennett and daughter, Betty Boyd spent Monday in
Memphis.
Mr. and Mrs. John Bowers
and Mr. ard Mrs. J. H. Laurence
attended —the funeral of E. O.
Deweese in Litchfield, Ky., Sunday.
Mr. ancl Mrs. John Sfewert and
Mrs. A. j. Kirkland returned to
their home in Shawnee, Okla.
Menday after a visit to the lattei', sister, Mrs. J. L. Hor%)eak
and other relatives.
FAIR-PRICED
Jack Johnson has returned to
GUARANTIED... wAtt•••ERS
'hia.home in Memphis after a visit to his aur.t Mrs. Harold Newton and family in Highlands.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Robey left
Monday for Roanoke, Va., where
Mr. Robey hopes to find his brothers and sisters that he has never seen. They will alsc. go to
Phone 909
710 Chun h
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Big 6-Ft. Norge $199"'

Claussner National
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WILLIAMS HARDWARE COMPANY

"Friendship Week"

,/
e
WHY Bed
A Tradition for 26 Years

ANY

THIS WEEK ONLY

Ihores So Mod
Woo nuke

15 and•20 Denier-51 Gauge

RE6. $1.65
$1 35

ing
I

Pr.
(3 Prs.___ $3.75)

ew

30 Denier-15 Gauge

REG. $1.35

IAL

A shouted warning,st whispered remark. • half-beerd
direction! Of c.ourse, you're
not "deaf'—but isn't there •
ior you're milting?
You c•n do something
tar
about your hearing loss right
now—before total deafnesz
creeps up on you. Man,
thousands, realizing that •
persoa seldom gets deaf all
at once, have turned to Bel.
tone for relief-and have been
grateful ever since. For
Beltone has been helpful.
not only in mild cases
of hesong loss, but in
most severe C11.3
Trained consultants
can fit the Beltone to YOUR particular needs
whether they're mild or severe. And remember NO BUTTON NEED SHOW IN THE
EMU

BOOK
FREE
facts on this
Get the

full
common problem—learn
what modern science is
doing for the Is•rd of
hearing. Let us send you
our free booklet full of
interesting facts. It's •bsolutely free. All you Inive
to do is fill out the coupon
and send it in. Do it nowl

Pr.

OR

(3 Prs. _ $2.75)
Week"
"Friendship
Claussner
means exquisite nylons at reduced
prices. To have you wear beautiful
Claussner Nylons is' to keep a
friend or to make a new friend.
Come in . . . see them today! Personalized Proportions: Short, 8-10;
2-11.
/
2; Long, 91
/
Medium 8v2-101
Whisper, a new light suntan; Toasty,
a deep suntan; Dawnlite, a perfect
beige.
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MONO-PAC
ONE-UNIT NEARING AID

FRESH-TESTED BATTERIES
All Makes
Mail us your battery orders
We pay postage

O. A. Roland
eon Jefferson
Phone 4946
Paducah, Ky.

MODEL S-649
Here's a big, gleaming white 6-cubic-foot refrigerator that
takes up a minimum of floor space. Big, roomy freezer at
space,
the side provides more usable, uninterrupted shelf
greater flexibility for storing large quantities of food. Come
refrigerator which
in, let us show you all the values in this
you can have installed in your home immediately
Other 6-foot NORGE Refrigerators, $189.95

FREE BOOK - MAIL COUPON

Roberts Store
.122 Lake Street

Fultono Kentucky

Beltone Hearing Service
Box 727. Paducah, Ky.
I Please send me valuable FREE Bookltt
•bout DEAFNESS AND HOW TO
OVERCOME IT.

I

McDADE FURNITURE COMP/ PI
212 Church Street

Name

d ess
I ArdnL
erste
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Mrs. Etta May Tyson, air. and
Mrs. Ben Morris visited Nit% and
Mrs. A. C. Bell of Dukedom,
Tenn., Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Jones and
san of Paducah spent Sunday
with NIr. and NIrs. Curtis Murphy and Lana Jean. Leon and
Curtis were in the service together.
NIr. and Mrs. Guy Craig and
son spent Sunday with the latter's mother, Mrs. Willene /*Bride.
Mrs. Jewell Stinnett was the
Sunday guests of her sister, Mrs.
Maggie Hoddon of Wingo.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Choate
spent Sunday with their daughter. Mrs. 011ie Lynch and boas.
air. and Mrs. Coy Harrison was
the Sunday guest of Mrs. Otis
Dublin and children of Palmersville, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Cleatus Binford
of Crutchfield visited Mr. and
Mrs. J. E. Stinnett Sundala evening.
Genva: "Charlie how much do
these fishing corks cost?"
Charlie: "Oh, about a nickle."
Genva: "Well, I'll have to buy
you another one, this one just
went under."
Mr. and NIrs. Leon Johnson
and children spent Sunday with
the latter's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
John Kimbel of Wingo. Ronald
Earl remained for a weeks visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Crawford
and Mr. and Mrs. Richard Johnston enjoyed a. night fishing trip
near Hickman Saturday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Malugin of
Detroit were weekend guests of
the former's parents, Mr. and
NIrs. James R. Malugin.
Virginia Cooly was the Friday,- night guest of her sister, Beluah Mae Cooly of Paducah.
NIr. and Mrs. Monroe Wilkerson were in Cairo, Ill., Sunday.
all-. and Mrs. Guthrie Luther.
Mrs. Millard Luther, Mac and
Ann and Maudine Dickerson
were Sunciay guests of Mr. and
Mrs. J. S. Dockerson of Dukeaom.
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
C.:arlie Gill and Caroly-n were
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Pate, Mr.
and Mrs. Buford Gill and chilciren, Erenla. Joyce and Richard
arld
T..:11 Gill. all of :Martin.

weetid 7toof
HENRY I. SIEGEL-CITY
Originated in 193:
and family, Mrs. Ruib Tibbs ant
children spent Sunday in Cayce
with Mr. and Mrs. B. M. Gadberand
a.y and family. Mr. Tibbs
children were weekend guests of
the Martins.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Williams
and Doyle. Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Williams spent Sunday at Gilbertsvlile Dam.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry. Freeman
and Norman Wayne of Paris, Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Pope of Memphis
were guests of Elizabeth Pope
this weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Murphy
were Sunday guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Cleatus Murphy and son.

"B" SECTION
Martha Luther
of
Miss Martha Jane Jones
Martin, Tenn., Route 3 spent the
weekend with ReIma and Wanda
McClanahan.
Mr. and Mrs. Waiter McCree,
Cleo and Mary Frances spent
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Walter McClanhan. Later in the
afternoon they visited Mr. and
Mrs. Cleo McClanahan of Fulton
Route 3,
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Hayden
and Janet of Mayfield, were
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Verl Powell and family.
Mr. and Mrs• Archie Martin

IF IT'S NEW—DOTTY HAS IT!

A TERRIFIC VALUE
ON

SUMMER DRESSES
• Linens
• Summer Crepes
• All Sizes

• Chambrays
• Stone Cutters
• Values to 17.98

‘Sale Starts June 23

$

98
2
for
$11

Bring Along A Friend!

valig

Sh3pely Subject'

ROCK SPRINGS

FULTON ROUTE 4

mrs. Nettie L. Copelen, Cor.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Brown
were Sunday visitors of Mr. and
Mrs. Arnie Brown.
Mrs. Hint Bune, Mrs. Willie D.
Snow and Anna visited awhile
Monday afternoon with Mrs. Pat
Snow.
Mrs. Lizzie Conner spent Wednesday- afternoon with Mrs. Nora
Copelen.
visited
Mrs. Herchel Elliott
Mrs. Luther Elliott. Thursdal.
Martha Kay Copelen spent
Wednesday night and Thursday
with her grandparetits, Mr. and
Mrs. A. E. Green of Crutchfield.
Little Carol Heitt spent a few
days this vveek with Mr. and Mrs.
H. E. Elliott and Beverly.
Several from this community
attended the funeral of Mrs. Avery Clark which was held Saturday' at the Methodist church at
Crutchfield.
Mrs. Dorothy Mullins and Diane visited awhile Saturday morn
ing with Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Veatch and family.

Mrs. Jo,yce Cruce, Cor.
Mr. and Mrs Charlie Clark of
San Bernardine, Calif., are•visiting Mr. Clark's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. O. G. Clark of Palmersville.
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce
spent Sunday with Mrs. Crucea
parents, Mr. and Mrs. O. G
Clark.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Holly visited Mr. and Mrs. Junior Crime
Saturday' afternopn.
The community was surprised
to hear of Bobby Dunn's marriage. Bobby is the son of Toy
.vho lives on the Fulton Dunn ,
Union City Highway.
Mrs. Bub Brockwell is on the
sick list.

Mrs. W. E. Mchlorries Cor.

Mr. and Mrs. Olive Batts and
ofti
girls and Mr. and Mrs. Ira Alex; ander and. family were Sunday ,
'
dinner guests of hlr. and Mrs.
You don't need a nia.ter's degree L. A. Tuck and boy's. Mr. and ,
and son, .
in analytical geometry to appreci- Mrs. Winfrcci McMorries
Della McMorries, and J. C
ate the ahistle-provolsing lines, Mrs.
Jackson v:ere afternoon visitors.
curves and angles of Myrna Dell.
Mrs. Della Mc•NIorries is visitShe's appearing in RKO Radio's ing her son and family, Mr. and
"The Judge Steps Out," which Mrs. Winfred McMorries and son.
co-stars Alexander Knox said Ann
Mrs. Leonard Duke is a paSothern.
tient in the Mayfield hospital.

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Kirby, and
"T" SECTION
family. and alr. and Mrs. Jack
Carrye Lee Etheridge
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Lenay Wooten and -family have return and children Billy and Jamrs. to their home in Detroit after atMrs Leon Horn, Mrs. Elbert tending the funeral of their fathBruner and Ray. Herndon and er, Hubert 'Kirby. Friends and
family all of Little Rock, Ark.. neighbors want to extend their
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. sincere sympathy to the loving
mother. Mrs. Kirby and chilKenneth Herndon and family.
Monday. June 20th was BessA dren.
Gilbert's birthday and also her
Miss Margaret Gardner visited
wedding aniversary. It was her NIrs.
Winfred McMorries Monday
21st wedding anniversary but night.
she vaouldn't say how old sha
was. She received a pretty pair
Mrs. George Gardner is on thc
of lamps frcim all the girls. She sick list.
3IARY NELL PAGE
M.-. and Mrs. C. D. Green have wishes to thank 'everyone for the
MRS. MINNIE YATES
returned to their home in De- nice gift.
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
. afte:- spending a few days
Servic-: were held last Friday
:h
here. NIrs. Green Tommie Nloore of Pilot Oak were afi,:noon
Enun Bapust Church
s.ster of Mrs. Earl Taylor Mr. and Mas. Harry Canter, Mar- fur alra Minnie Bell Yates, who
CanNoah,
vin,
Frank
and
Nola
Jr.
died at her Lome near Wingo.
Helan Nall and Aubrey ter, Mr. and Mrs. Cletus Taylor Burial, under direction of JackTayNorma
B.
J.
and
and
Jean
were in Martin Saturday
son Bros. Funeral Homt of Dukelor and Lela Bushart.
don', Tenn., was in Jones CemeNell Bruce of Detroit spent the tery. She was 78.
Nlary Nell Page and daughter
—
and Nliss Ora Newton of Padu- past two weeks with her sister,
Mrs. Yates was a member of
.aih spent Sunday with Mrs. Tom Mrs. Gladys Cannon and family.! the Enon Baptist Church.
If anyone's cat has run away . She leaves a son, Jethro Yates,
White. Miss Newton was return:ng horne from a vacation in from home, Ruth Herndon has with whom she made her home:
it She found it in her mailbox—
Kansas City. Mo.
daugters. Mrs. Dee Brigg of
! Wingo and Mrs. Lillian Lear
Mrs. Nelvina Bruce of Detroit[DEAD.
Glenda Spraggs and Jackie Akron, Ohio, and three grandand Mr. and Mrs. Chip Workman
visited alt.. and airs Earl Tay- Rawls spent the weekend withj children.
Glenda's parents, Mr. and Mrs.!
lor. Jr., Saturday night.
Mr. aria Mrs. Barney Yates, Charlie Spraggs in Arlington.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Henderson
Martha Ya,tes, Ruell Yates and
'Mr. and Mrs. Chester Sirrton - pent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
spent Sunday.- at Kentucky Lake. Frank Gilbert.
Joy Smith spent Saturday
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
night with Martha Yates.
Shipping floor has three new
"Christian Science" is the subj
girls, Mrs. Dixie Simon, Miss ect of the Lesson-Seamon which
Doris Ann Arnold and Miss Nor- will be read in all Christian (HAS
ma Phillips.
Science churches throughout the
Mr. and Mrs. Dalton Perry and world on Sunday June 26.
family visited Mrs. Perry's brothREAL ESTATE and
The Golden Text is: "Ho, ever, P. A. Bondurant, Jr., and Mrs. ery one that thirsteth, come ye
Bondurant in Troy, Tenn., Sun- to the waters, and he that hath PUBLIC AUCTIONEER
•
! day night.
no money; come ye, buy, and Office Over City National Bank
I Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cathey vis- eat: yea, come, buy wine and
Phone 61
' ited Mr. Cathey's brother and milk without money and withsister, G. E. and Gertrude Cathey out price." (Isa. 55:1).
FARM AND CffY PROPERTY
Sunday.
Among the citations which
LIST OR BUY WITH US!
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Alexander comprise the Lesson-Sermign is
I spent the weekend with the lat- the following from the Bible:
I ter's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Har- "Another parable spake he unto
' old McDaniel of Crystal, Tenn., them: The kingdom of heaven is
They spent Saturday afternoon like unto leaven. which a wornat Reelfoot Lake.
an took, and hid in three measMr. and Mrs. Edward Haman ures of meal, till the whole was
and Beverly were in Rutherford, leavened." (Matt. 13:33).
Tenn., Sunday afternoon.
Man's chief merit consists in
Hershel Matheny was absent
from work Monday because of an resisting the impulses of his nature,—Samuel Johnson.
injury on one of his hands.

TOO LATE
FOR TEARS
. W. BURROW

INC.

Fulton

11.1111.11.111AIR CONDITIONED

MORE LEISURE
FOR'THE
CAREER WIFE

Fur yourself,
for your family,
for your friends
. . . a picture
says more than
a thousand
words!
%
‘
,
%
7
)
Make an Ap
point Today.

Gardner's Studio
Fulton

212 Commercial
Phone 693

Announcing The Opening Of A New

SEED CLEANING PLANT

PI

At Cayce, Kentucky
Located North of Highway 94 (On the G.M.L.O. Tracks)
CUSTONI SEED CLEANING
We have two of the largest and most modern
Clipper cleaners available.
EXPERIENCED OPERATOR
NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS

AUSTIN & AUSTIN
O. W. Austin
. P. Austin
C. R. Austin
Day Phone: Cayce 1;
Night Phone: Fulton, 1225-J-1

IC,ED

WINES

WHISIiE1'
RUM

GIN

1,1(p'ERs

DRIVE-IN LIQUOR STORE
Depot Street

-Buck Bushart"

Fulton

One coat eosins —los
Enameling everything in
and about the home.
Waterspar Is easily applied driee quickly to a
smooth. high gloss finite'
and itreasity cisesed. The
coat is reasonable and the
finish swill last for years.
IS beautiful colors Itt
choose heat.

P TTSBURCH PAINTS

Le
th
bi:
as

LOOK BETTER L:df,JCER

Cow* in teem, Ur PM booklet, "Cam Drosses" km Tetiw

NNW

FULTON PAINT & GLASS CO.

GOOD NEWS GETS AROUND FAST!
ane,,e;r, a/AicSeeil.e,/Yea/

Even your most cherished
linens and garments can be
safely entrusted to us. We
wash them carefully, using

ONE

OF

KENTUCKY'S

TRADITIONS

JOHN DEERE"MTHTRACTOR

tvil(A.i koki,aaL• -;
irm\,4A I Pi}t".. 41.
1
Expert
cI V toie
/
4C.) ,t.y"..
/
Marksmanship ‘,\
he world over, Kentuckians are
1\
A famous for their skill with

the gentlest suds. They
come back to you safe, clean
and bright. And that extra
time you save will prove so
valuable for other, more
important things you want

rifles. From Daniel Boona's time to
the present dav, Kentuckians have
been noted for sharpshooting —
sshether the target be a bull's eye
on the rifle range,"a squirrel, a bear,
or even an enemy soldier daring
war. Expert marksmanship is a Kentucky tradition.

to do. Call 14 for our
prompt, courteous service,
today.

Yes, and beer Is a tradition
in Kentucky, tool
Like expert marksmanship, BEER
Kentmks. Almost
sinte the sk”s v,hen the first long
riflemen arrised at old Fort
Harrod, Kentuckians have enjoyed
beer, the beverage of moderation.

srtoNGs in

1USIAN
Laundry & Dry Cleaners
!

CoPyrighe /949, Ken,urty
U., S. Brewers lotontar

Pete
and
Brat

Phone 470 for Job Printing.

REELERTON
kS.1...0""

Friday

Memory Lives
In Pictures

Whether you farm Urge, medium, or
small acreages, you'll want to see the
newest tractor of the John Deere Liam
—the Model"MT."
Its two.row capacity with small
• tractor economy will appeal to you.
And you'll like its modern design and
construction, with every proved feature
You want—a/mal Touch-o-matic control; full line of QuilaTatch working
equipment, real operator comfort,
wide adaptability and utility, snd
money-saving serviceability.
It costs you nothing to get the fscts
first-hand. Come in soon and see the
new Model "MT."

WILLIAMS HARDWARE COMPANY

24, 1949
The Fulton County News, Fulton, KentuckY
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'ictures

'oursel f,
nir fannly,
)ur friends
a picture
tnore titan
usand

MENS' SHOES The Woman's Page
Peters
and Diamond
Brand

ELIZABETH

3" to 12"

FORRESTER'S SHOE SHOP

an Ap
ot Today.

Fulton

204 Main St.

Studio
Fulton

Attention Farmers:

DEAD STOCK REMOVED FREE
111 Sanitary Trucks

IW

Phone 161 collect, Neal Ward Stock Yards
Fulton, Ky. or 122 Wingo Ex.

MAYFIELD RENDERING CO.

1

Mayfield-Fulton Hwy.

wirrY, Editor,

THURSDAY BRIDGE
CLUB MEETS WITH
MRS. J. E. FALL, JR.
Mrs. J. E. Fall, Jr., was hostess to her bridge club Thursday
afternoon at her home on Third
street.
Vincent
Two guests, Mrs.
Splane of Memphis, and Mrs. R.
V. Putnam, Jr., were included
with the regular members to
form two tables of bridge.
Mrs. Ward Johnson was high
scorer for the afternoon, Mrs.
William McDade was low and
Mrs. Splane received the guest
prize.
Light refreshments were served at the close of the games.
Members playing were Mrs.
Johnson, Mrs. McDade, Mrs.
Glenn Dunn, Mrs. C. R. Bennett,
Mrs. Jack Edwards, and Mrs.
Ward Bushart.

PHONE 926

salad plate at the conclusion of
the games.
Members attending were Mrs.
Fly, Miss Allen, Mrs. Howarti
Strange, Mrs. Gerald Rachel,
Misses Mary Anderson and Adolphus Latta.

MAGAZINE CLUB
MEETS AT HOME
OF MRS. CLIFTON
Mrs. L. A. Clifton graciously
entertained the members of the
Magazine Club and two guests,
Mrs. Robert Cain of Henry, Tenn.
and Mrs. William Booth of
Charlotte, N. C., with a lovely
luncheon at hei home, Cliftcrest.
Covers were laid for nine at
the beautifully appointed dining
table overlaid with a lace cloth
and centered with an antique
bowl of tinted Queen Ann's lace.
Mrs. Sue Schoe presided over
the business session and roll ca,I1
was answered with the members
giving some current event.
Mrs. B. B. Alexander and Mrs.
Schoe gave interesting magazine
reports. The group enjoyed seeing Mrs. Clifton's beautiful antiques and her flower gardens.

SWIM AT SUNNY DIP
9 to 11:30 A.M.

MISS MARTHA TAYLOR
MARRIES ALEXANDER
LENEAVE SATURDAY
Mrs. Lynn Taylor announces
the marriage of her daughter,
Martha, to Alexander Leneave,
BILL HOGG, Mgr.-Lifeguard
Adm. 20c, 40c
son of Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Leneave ot Mayfield, Ky.
The wedding ceremony was
performed on Saturday, June 18,
MRS. AVERY CLARK
at the First Methodist Church by
Services were held at 11 Satthe Rev. W. E Mischke, pastor.
urday morning at the Crutchfield
Mr. and Mrs. Leaneave will Methodist Church for Mrs. Avery
make their home in Fulton.
Clark, who died at Haws HospiSTANDARD OIL products
tal, where she had been a patient
ATLAS tires
MRS. WRIGHT HOSTESS
since May 15. The Rev. L. E.
TO LUNCHEON CLUB
Greasing — Washing
I Shffer, pastor, assisted by the
THURSDAY AT DERBY
MRS. ARDELL SAMS
I Rev. Joe Wilson, officiated. BurMrs. Hendon Wright gracious- ial under direction of Paul HornENTERTAINS CLUB
the il'hursday beak Funeral Home was in Rock
C Let us clean your radiator witta
ly entertained
THURSDAY EVENING
Mrs. Ardell Sams was hostess luncheon club. The delectable Springs Cemetery. She was 30.
our NEW, amazing process.
to the Thursday evening bridge luncheon was served at 1 o'clock
Mrs. Clark, the former Miss
club at the home of Mrs. I. M. at the Derby Cafe.
Frances Dorthea Murphy, kad
Mrs. Byron Blagg and Mrs. Joe lived in this section all her life.
Jones on Central! Avenue.
Following series of games of Gathwright of Louisville, Ky.
She leaves her husband, AvPhone 68
Dukedom highway
contract Mrs. Joe Fly was award- wtre guests to the club.
ery A. Clark; three sons, Dale
the
luncheon
the
Following
ed high score prize and Miss Lily
Calvin and Nelson Clark; a daugroup went to the Wright home ghter, Lorene; her mother, Mrs.
B. Allen won the bridge bingo.
The hostess served a delightful where games of contract were Laura Cashon; and a brother, erM11111MINNINIA1111111111111elt.
enjoyed.
Keith Murphy of Bremerton,
Mes. Frank Beadles received
FULTON ROUTE 3 high club prize. The two guests Wash.
Mrs. C. E. Williams, Cor.
were given gifts.
Members playing were Mrs.
IMMEDIATE DELIVriltY
On Sunday, June 19, sortie of
Frank Beadles, Mrs. W.L . HolMr.
of
relatives
the friends and
Mrs.
Baird,
Horton
land, Mrs.
and Mrs. Bill Foster gathered at
Joe Bennett, Mrs. Arch Huddlestheir home for the day. Those
ton, Jr., and Mrs. Vernon Owen.
present Nere Mrs. Willie Lou
Lowry,
Elzo
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Brann,
you've had a
Mr. and Mrs. Don Stark, Mr. and
Mrs. Hershel Sisk, Mr. and Mrs.of the
ATION
DEMONSTR
Paul Jones Brann and son, Mr.
and Mrs. Elzo Foster, Mr. and
new, fully automatic ...
Mrs. A. L. Foster, Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Parbrigge and sons, Mrs.
"Uniformly Fine
Aline Stark and Edna Stark.
1A
"*"..
Since 1869" ,,,,..".
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Copeland
visited Mr. and Mys. Robirt Ir.'"" '7'
&
vin awhile Thursday night.
Mrs. Cena Scott of Pasadena,
Welcome!Comesee us
a
Calif., is visiting her sister, Mrs.
WHISKEY
KENTUCKY
Or. without obligation
Lizzie Foster and family.
—A BLEND
James Parrish is spending a
few days with his parents, Mr.
$ 27.51
..10j
• TWO BOTTLE INSTALLATION, installed
and :Sirs. Acie Phillips.
IP/
(Includes Gas, and Stand)
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Cannon
119.00
RANGES PRICED from
and son, Larry and Mrs. Hoyt
1
Bruce visited Mrs. Mary fleth
Call or Write
' lr
.1
Munson in Memphis, Tenn., June
' ..t`... .i
/4
4,
.
-)i
'
12.
f
Mr. and Mrs. Percie King visited Mr. and Mrs. Acie Phillips
PHONE 960
FULTON, KY.
awhile Saturday night.
reKindred
Mr. and Mrs. Guy
'With each Range Sale.
ceived word that Mr. and Mrs.
National Distillers Prod.Corp.,Wit.•65% drain Neutral Sp.rits
new
a
have
David McCalaster
son. Mrs. McCalaster is the former Sarah Kindred of this community.
Mrs. Sarah Hibb's sons from
Detroit, Mich., are spending a
few days with her.
Mr. and Mrs. Ural Cupples of
Memphis spent Saturday night,
YOU want those EXTRA VALUES
June 11, with Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
Williams and on Sunday Mr. and
exciusivo to Chovrolot in its Aoki!
Mrs. Cupples and Mr. and Mrs.
Williams and Kara started north
WORLD'S CHAIAPION VALVE-IN-HEAD
on a short vacation. They spent
ENGINE
Sunday night in Toledo, O., and
•
Monday and Tuesday night in DeFISHER BODY STYLING AND LUXURY
troit with relatives. After they
•
left Detroit they went through'
Windsor Tunnel into Canada and
CERTI-SAFE HYDRAULIC BRAKES
Falls.
Prom there to the Niagara
(witfi Dubi-Life Rivetioss Broke Linings)
After spending several hours
and
hotne
there they left for
LONGEST, HEAVIEST CAR IN ITS FIELD,
came through Buffalo, N. Y., and
with WIDEST TREAD, as well
got
they
and
Erie
down Lake
•
had
certainly
They
home Friday.
5-INCH WIDE-BASE WHEELS
a wonderful time and they saw
money!"
my
for
most
the
get
I
sure
be
to
I want
some beautiful sights.
(with Extra Low-Pressure Tires)
Mrs. Hoyt Bruce of Detroit,
•
all—and
of
Come, see the new Chevrolet—the most beautiful buy
Mich., who has been visiting
CENTER-POINT STEERING
money—
your
for
more
gives
it
that
decide
friends and relatives here for the
will
we believe you, too,
•
EXTRA
past week has returned home.
more fine-car beauty, more fine-car features, more
CURVED WINDSHIELD with
PANORAMIC VISIBILITY
VALUES of all kinds—at the lowest prices and with outstanding
economy of operation and upkeep!
FISHER UNISTEEL BODY CONSTRUCTION

Friendly Service
/11r

V. Austin
2254-1

YOUR
ONE-TRIP
PLUMBER
\‘' Sell Fixtures
We install Them
\Ve Sercice Them

Fulton

P. T. JONES & SON
PLUMBING — HEATING
EAST STATE LINE

COAI,

PHONE 702

SAFE GUARD
YOUR RIGHT TO DRIVE

Uty

iture

A'ew Tennessee Law Makes
Automobile Insurance Advisable

RSPAP

Let us insure your automobile with a policy
that meets all the requirements of the Automobile Financial Responsibility Law of Tennessee
as well as laws of other States.
Why Delay — Insure Now

Pirtle

Fall

INSURANCE
PHONE 37

214 MAIN STREET
Batons-wide Wear envie,

ST!
OR

VACATIONS THAT
—
FUN
ARE REALLY
FOR _
+PREPARE YOUDONE
A JOB WELL
13a Detecot

‘,,Pops.

i

How long have you been thinking about that vacation you'd
. because a
"like to take"? Maybe this is the time to do it
really good vacation, now and then, does wonders — steps
up your enthusiasm for your work and everything else. It's
a good investment in good health . . . and pays dividends
in many other ways. Don't let a temporary shortage of ready
money stand in the way. Phone or come in and get a friendly
cash loan.

y.

TON, KY.

I TOO LATE
FOR TEARS

li.4e oat New 20-m4sta /tOteteptseste glut .. longer
terms mean lower payments for you. This plan is now ava:Iable on most types of loans.

1nievstate FINANCE CORPORATION OF KY
NEXT TO GRAHAM FTRNITURE STORE
311 WALNUT ST. PHONE 1"12
FULTON

r

COLEMAN SERV STA

Bottled Gas
dont

A GOOD COMPANIoN!

TAIPP211

°°°°

,,,fiio-f

41\
oett
g .A.A.

.....
,

.•
.
....",...c. e

AIRLENE GAS COMPANY Of FULTON

CHEVROLET

"I'm biding my time
until I get a Chevrolet

pop

"Y1-4
"ICAT/ON

1 to 5:30 P. M.

Euery Night Except Sunday, 7:30-7

7he n ut.gewtiOcil 1131rgral

WE MAKE
YOUR
OLD RADIO
SING
LIKE NEW

EXTRA ECONOMICAL TO OWN—
OPERATE—MAINTAIN

'"'48:514'
44eir.„7„

Chronic Hummer
If your radio continually interrupts your favorite programs by humming or squealing, phone 401. Without extra charge, we'll send a repair man, posthaste. Our man
will make necessary repairs,
quickly.

CITY ELECTRIC
And Tire Company
205 Commercial Ave-

,,,,/••• Ale
whiN'Y AMIN
. 01•1 .1_

,

r

O*C!°aTabt
'AftIRV

9171•11•0 De Leas 4-Deer friss— Whift

WWI

COMPANY
CITY MOTOR
Plirme
Fulton, K-y.

110 Lake Street

dt•

qL1It'ri'day; •June .24; 1949
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MrS. Ilichard Mobley;
which wall, to have a meeting Missionary errganization in In- president,
MRS. A. G. BALDRIDGE
MR. AND MRS. TRINCA
secretary and treasurer, Mrs.
i
W.
Watt,
R.
Mrs.
been
has
dianajacilis;
27,
June
night,
Monday
ENTERTAINS GUESTS
COMPLIMENT COUPLE
president of the Kentucky Wom- Thomas Bruce, program cohducpostponed until later date.
AND CLUB MEMBERS
Mrs.
WITH BUFFET DINNER
en's
Missionary, Lexington and tors, Mrs. Percy King and
Mrs. A. G. Baldridge was gracDr. and Mrs. Petes J Trinca
State Sec- W. D. Inman.
Mrs.
June
E.
Stanley,
COPELAND
O.
B.
MRS.
were hosts to a lovely buffet din- ious hostess to the members of
Plans were made to meet at
retary of Woman's Work, LexingENTERTAINS CLUB
ner Tuesday night at the home her bridge club and several
; .the Center Monday afternoon to
•
ton.
AFTERNOON
THURSDAY
926
PRONE
ELIZABETH WITTY, Editor,
en Walnut street complimenting , guests Friday evening at her
work on the drapes.
Lunch was served at noon at continue
Mrs. B. O. Copeland entertainMiss Virginia Lee Jolley and , home on Four•th street.
Mrs. Charles Wright reported
the
bridge
church.
afternoon
Thursday
the
ed
David C. Stahr who were mar-! Following several progressions
on metal tiling to be used for
The meeting was opened at 10 driveways at the Center. Sevried Thursday at St. Edwards of contract Mrs. M. C. Nall was club at her home on East State
Miss Virginia Lee Jolley Weds
a.
Line.
m.
and
at
closed
4
Mrs
p.
and
m.
awarded high club prize
Catholic Church.
eral members gave orders for
Those attending from Fulton
David C. Stahr Thursday Morning
Mrs. Dudley Meacham was a
Miss Jolley wore an attractive Parks Weaks received high guest
more materials for trays.
were
conRev.
and
of
chamGames
Mrs.
club.
pink
the
of
L.
to
Perry
model
guest
prize.
Pennies for the Friendship
Miss Virginia Lee Jolley; tigsa-, groom, who wore a lilac dr4ss trousseau
the
Stone,
Mrs.
during
B.
G.
pink
enjoyed
of
a
Huff,
were
lovely
corsage
tract
served
Mrs.
Ira
a
The
lilhostess
in
and
bray
trimmed
hat
white
a
were taken.
and
Fund
JolL.
W.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
ghter
and es.
salad course at the conclusion of afternoon with Mrs. Don Hill re- Little and Mrs. Harry Mitrdhey.
Plans for a picnics supper the
ley, Sr., 'of Fulton, became the ac and white accessories,
the
at
served
prize
score
was
high
dinner
of
ceiving
the
delicious
games.
A
brother-in-law
night of July 15 for the members
bride \of =David Carrico Stahr, Bob Rosman,
ANNIE ARMSTRONG
Tenn.
from the buffet which was cen-; Guests playing were Mrs. Mur- close of the games.
and families at the Center.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Stahr the groom of Milan,
CIRCLE
lovely
a
arifingrHAS
served
artistic
hostess
MEET
an
The
A.
with
and
tered
Hickman
of
Bob Black
ray P. McConnell of Little Rock,
Recreation was and "Intelliof Hickman at Saint Edwards
ush- ment of sweet peas and fern.
Ark.. Mrs. Parks Weaks, Mrs. salad plate to the guest and the AT KIRKLAND HOME
sCatholic Church at nuptial mass W. Green of Fulton were
gence Test" led by Mrs. Percy
Meadarnes
card
at
seated
members,
following
were
guests
The
The
Annie
Armstrong
Clarice
Jr.,
Circle of King and Mrs. Harold Pewitt led
Mrs.
ers.
Clyde Williams,
yesterday morning.
Mrs. Jolley, the bride's moth- tables in the living room with Thorpe, Mrs. Winfrey Shepherd, Hill, Mel Simons, C. L. Maddox, the First Baptist Church met in the members in singing "Silver
The bride, who was given in
chambray each place marked with attrac- Mrs. L. O. Carter and Mrs. Clint N. T. Morse, Rupert Stilley, Fel- the home of Mrs. R. M. Kirkland Threads Among the Gold."
, marriage . by her brother, W. L. er, wore a pale blue
with Mrs. Paul Butts co-hostess.
accessories and tive bridal place cards. Arrange- Reeds. Members playing were ix Gcssum and A. B. Roberts.
Jolle'y Jr., was lovely in a two dress with black
ments of spring flowers added Mrs. J. C. Scruggs, Mrs. M. C.
Mrs. Mozelle Rawls opened the FULTON HOMEMAKERS
piece white malaiza dress and a a corsage of yellOiv gladiolus.
meeting with prayer followed by
Mrs. Stahr, mother of the beauty to the room.
Payne, Mrs. Joe Bennett, Jr., FIRST BAPTIST
large white straw hat trimmed
MEET AT HOME OF
the devotional given by Mrs.
The honorees were given silver Mrs Ann Whitnel Hornbeak and CHURCH CIRCLE
with white veiling and tiny groom, wore a printed bemberg
MRS. CLYDE FIELDS
M. D. Phillips.
MEETS MONDAY
pearls. Her other accessorieS were sheer with black aCcessories and in their chosen pattern by the Mrs. M. C. Nall.
The Fulton Homemakers Club
Mrs. Rawls was program leadThe Lottie Moon Circle of the
hosts.
of white and her only ornament a corsage of pink roses.
met at the home of Mrs. Clyde
er.
MonHer
met
subject
was
Church
Baptist
"Youth
Fiist
of
WEDS
PEAK
ROBERTA
her
by
the
wedding
a
included
worn
list
ceremony
bracelet
gimlet
the
The
After
gold
was a
Fields on Paschall Street with
day night in the home of Mrs. Today" taken from the circle
mother at her wedding. She car- breakfast was given for the cou- members of the wedding party JOHN C. PADGETT IN
ladies present.
20
Earl Collins with Mrs. James book, Royal Service.
ried a bouquet of white carna- ple in the private dining room and the families of the honoree; MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Mrs. Fields, chairman, opened
Refreshments were served to
of the Derby Cafe followed by o Father Thomas Libs, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Peak of !Meacham co-hostess.
tions.
the meeting and gave the deThe meeting was opened with 13 members and two visitors.
__
During the ceremony Mrs. C.A. reception at the home of the Mrs. Jack Stahr, Mr. and Mrs. E. Bluford, III., formerly of FulMrs.
Mrs.
Kirkland who is leaving
D. Johnson, Jr., Bob Black, Mr. ton, announce the engagement prayer by the chairman,
(Continued On Page 7)
Lattus of Hickman, aunt of the bride's parents.
soon
for
presidalso
to
Kansas
make her
Looney who
groom, softly played a series of
The bride's table was over- and Mrs. C. A. Lattus, all of and aprapaching marriage of Charles
home was given a handkerchief
the business session.
nuptial solos.
...laid with a cutwork linen cloth Hickman, Mr. and Mrs. R. 'T. their daughter, Roberta to John ed over
for
proshower
her
was
Walker
faithful
service to
Mrs. Charles
The only attendants were Miss and centered with- a large bou- Hosman of Milan, Tenn., Mr. and C. Padgett of Hardin, Ky.
the circle.
the quet of carnations. A folk tiers Mrs. W. L. Jolley. Sr., Mr. and
The double ring ceremony will gram chairman and she presentMariam Stahr, sister of
program.
interesting
wedding cake and punch bowl Mrs. W. L. Jolley, Jr., Mr. ard be solemnized today, June 24 at ed an
dismissed PALESTINE
The meeting was
;- 5 o'clock in the afternoon at the
Mrs. A. W Green, Jr.
completed the decorations.
HOMEMAKERS
First Christian Church in Mur- Nsith prayer by Mrs. Looney.
The young couple left after the
During the social hour the host- HAVE MEET
Mrs. Hays Bryan is improv- ray. Ky.
reception for a wedding trip.
The Palestine Homemakers
Miss Peak is a graduate of Ful- esses served delicious refreshAnd, upon their return will make ing after being quite ill in the
one met Friday afternoon at the Tractor a n d Farm
Fulton Hospital.
ton High School and for the past ments to 22 members and
their horne in Fulton.
Whitten.
Hermit
Mrs.
guest,
cf
Community ,Center. Hostesses Equipment Refinished
three years has been a student
were Mesdames W. D. Inman and
Murray State College and at preand Repainted.
W. H. Davis.
sent is a member of the Murray MEETING OF CHRISTIAN
IN
HELD
WOMEN
CHURCH
by
Mrs.
given
The
devotional,
School.
Graduate
State College
C. B. Caldwell, v;as Proverbs 31;
The -.couple will make their PADUCAH ON WEDNESDAY
A ci]strict meeting of the 27. She led the group in repelthame in Frankfort. Ky., where
was ing the Lord's Prayer.
T.1r. Padgett is coach in the Christian Church women
BODY SHOP
Roll was called and answered
held Wednesday in the First
Frankfort City Schorls.
c (Slim) Overby
by the members with "How I
Chr:stian church in Paducah.
O. NI. Sisson
vacaThe speakers included Edwin v..ould spend crie clay ef
LEGION AUXILIARY
:Martin Highiiav at R.R. Crousing
Marx, secretary-treasurer of the tion."
MEETING POSTPONED
Cement
Kentuck
The report of the nominating (Forrnerl
Disciples of Christ China MisUNTIL LATER DATE
Block Plant)
for
anothofficers
for
former
committee
Dreese,
Velva
Miss
sion,
of
president
Mrs. J. C. Olive:
Phone NI
given. President,
.the American Legion Auxiliary, missionary to the Philippines er year was
viceThompson;
of
Mrs.
Robert
Secretary
Naticnal
w
n(
and
auxiliary
the
Our recent sale of some special merchawlise direct from the factory
that
announced
has

The Woman's Page

AUTO BODY WORK
AND PAINTING

TOO LATE
FOR TEARS

OVERBY AND SISSON

. HURRAY!
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WE'VE DONE IT AGAIN!

met with such a tremendous responFE that we made another trip to see
them and begged for some more. It has just arrived ... even more than
before ... at lower prices than before.-Here, again, is your chance.
Hurry! Hurry!

DIRECT FROM THE FACTORY
-- AT HALF PRICE AND LESS!

Slips 1.98
Cotton batiste with lace trim,
or multi-filament crepes
satins. Assorted sizes. Regular:y $3.98 and $4.98.

HALF-SLIPS $1
1 Cotton batiste; eyelet trim.
Regular $2 values!

HALF-YEAR
SALE
PRKE $49.95 i-RoSiERIANSLEIrli("S'ALE PRICE $91.95
39.95
iiilitoiciNtiliTECTALE PRICE $49.95 STUDIO (OUCH
$69.50 iiiiEfilifiE" SALE PRKE S99.50
4-PIECE BEDROOM SUITE
REG

WALNUT FINISH, REG. $109.95

os-Lallen. Reg. $269.95 Monarch

JERSEY GOWNS $1

WATER HEATER $89.95

$8.95

•

35-Gallon State Table-top

Cotton Batiste

GOWNS $1.93
Multi Filament Silk

GOWNS $2.98
Generous lace trim. Reg. $5.98

RUG $5.45
Sties WE!

WATER HEAT

Reg. $131/.50, 42-!nch

ATTIC FAN

Zenith, Reg. $129.95

$109.95

3 X 6 PORCH RUG $1.98

WASH. MACHINE $99.50

Reg. $109.95, 36-inch

Hee Vac (aitb pump) Iteg. 8139.95

ATTIC FAN

iflOgRCH RUNNER $1,98

WASH. MACHINE $89.50

$89.50

It B,i!VI model. Reg $109.95

9 x 12 AM Wool, Reg. $59.95

SHORTY PAJAMAS
Batiste and Jersey;
Regular $2.98 values!

$1.98

AP . RANGE

AXMINISTER RUG S47.95
jai

$89.95

$99.50

SQUARE $3.80 iiTILDIff:fain SALE PRICE $14.95

SReiaTiirilia ROOM SO $2.10

CABINET SALE PRKE $44.95

Mill-End Shipnient'
HOUSECOATS
ReKular $6.98 values;
Sizes 32 to 40. Seersucker

$2.98

BATH TOWELS
19( TO 98'
Regularly sold for
49c tO $2.98.

BRUNCH COATS
Seersucker; Reg. $4.911 valonsi,

$2.98

Fulton

ReF. $13.95

Reg. $27.95

Reg. 819.95

Innerspring Mattress

Filled Cotton Mattress

50-Lb. Cotton Mattrekso

$19.95

$13.95

$9.95

What.a bargain . . .
- buy several!

THE LEADER STORE
434 Lake Street

I WHITE OR MAPLE BREAKFAST SUITES, REG. $49.95 SALE PRICE $29.95

No Trade-ins on these sale prices!

Fulton Hardware & Furniture Co.
208 Lake Street

Telepho.-,e No. 1
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REVIVAL SCHOOL TO BE
down to Saville Row to buy
(Continued From Page 6
PIERCE STATION
PERSONALS
HELL.0 WORLD
top hat as they're going to
.n
HELD AT JOHNSON GROVE
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Raymond the Royal Enclousure
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Harrison
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Clark anAe revival school will be held
and son Don of Memphis spent
votional
from
the
Proverbs.
and daughter Careen were din- nounce the birth of a 9 pound
On the 17th we're invited to a
at the Johnson Grove Baptist
a few days of last week with Hunt Club Ball (men in hunting
The secretary's and treasurer's ner guests of Miss Mozell Ham- 12 ounce girl, Linda Helen, born
Mrs. Raymond's mother, Mrs. pinks) and on the 23rd we have report were given by Mrs. Har- mond Saturday evening.
Church beginning June 27 for
June 20 at Haws Hospital.
Clyde Williams, Jr., new presi- Mattie Rogers and othe'r relaDinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
one week. Classes will be held
tickets for a play in London with old Strange.
dent of the Fulton Rotary Club, tives here.
Carl
Eight
new
members
were
welHarrison
Sunday
were Mr.
from 8:30 to 11 each morning.
the Kieffers.
who takes over his position along
Little Miss Marolyn Wilson
The Naylors are leaving, Sally comed to the club. They were and Mrs. W. H. Ha,rison and
with other new officers on July has gone to Detroit to spend a
McKendree,
Mrs.
ArJ.
U.
Joe,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mrs.
Jim
Dawes
DUANE CAPPS ARRIVES
and Virginia that is, for the
1st, announces that the following
weeks with her grandpar- Continent so I won't see them a- dell Sams, Mrs. Tillman Adams, and Jane.
Duane Capps, a native of Sha- members have been appointed to few
Mrs. Paul Brenner of Quincy.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Jim Marler. gein after Thursday. I'm having Mrs. Clint Reeds, Mrs. F. H. Ridron, Tenn., and a recent graduate the cammittees liSted:
dle. Mrs. Clifton Hamlett, Mts. III., Mrs. O. A. Roland of PaAmos Hay of Lynnville, Ky.,
of the University of Mississippi
Club Service: Clyde Hill, chair- spent Saturday night with ...Lis Reed stay out of school that ay J. E. McNatt and Mrs. Hinkle.
ducah, Mrs. Effie Brasfield
of
as Sally is dying to see her.
College of Pharmacy, has joined man;
Classifications, Gordon
sister, Mrs. Lillie McRee aria
A report was given by the Trenton, Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. W.
I nearly forgot to tell you.
the staff at Owl Drug Store, ac- Baird; Membership, Joe Brown;
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Al- With Virginia and Bill is some nOminating committee and new H. Harrison and Joe were dinner
cording to an announcement by Program, Theodore Kramer, Jr.,
gie Hay.
elected
were: Mrs. guests of Mr. and Mrs. Carl HarGulf Oil Company official or officers
Ernest Smith, Owner.
and Happy Hogan; Fellowship,
Mrs. Chas. Lowe spent Sunday other, a tall slam gray-headed Charles Cannon, president; Mrs. rison Monday evening.
Rev. W. E. Mischke and Ernest
I can do your sprayin 7
her Texan from Victoria and Satur- J. B. Lawrence, vice-president;
Fall Sr.• Rotary Information Gus in Metropolis, Ill., with
Adams.
Strange,
secretary
with a specially equipptd
Mrs.
Harold
Lula
mother,
Mrs.
day
night
when
I
was
dancing
GOLDEN WEDDING
Information, Paul
BULLDOZER: Ponds, ditches Bard; Public
Wayne Brown of Providence. with him he said "When you were and Mrs. Oliver Kash, treasurer.
Gordon
Baird;
and
Westpheling
terraces, grubbing, roads and
Attorney and Mrs. Jess Nichols
TRACTOR SPRAY
It was voted tor those who have
Williams; at- Ky., is spending a while with his a little girl growing up in Kengrading, -all types . . . Comp- Magazine, Dr. J. P.
Mr. and Mrs. tucky, did you ever think you'd trays and stools to make to meet will observe their G-olden Wed-1
tendance, John Earle and L.. A. grandparents,
OUTFIT
etent operator.—
be dancing at the Savoy in Lon- Tuesday, June 28 and Wednes- ding anniversary this Saturday,'
Riley Smith.
PARIS CAMPBELL• Fulton, Clifton.
25th.
June
that
sums
up
don?"
And
I
think
day,
June
29
at
1
o'clock
at
the
This
Davis,
equipment
is specially deJoe
Vocational Service:
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Morgan
Ky. Phone 898.
Married in Wickliffe, Ky., on
Employer-employee and sons of Ilsley, Ky., and Mr. everything very neatly and in a South Fulton gymnasium to finsigned for using any liquid spray,
chairman;
——
June 25, 1899, the couple moved'
ish their work..
LOW COST WELDING, brazing, relations, E. E. Williamson; Buy- and Mrs. Raymond McGegear of lovely way, don't you?
for most crops.
to Fulton 25 years ago.
Love and Kisses
At the close qf the meeting the
aluminum welding and
all er-seller relations, Leroy Cannon; Dawson Springs, Ky., spent SunThey reside at 900 Cedar street.
VIRGINIA
GibFred
relations,
Competitor
Mrs.
Claude
hostess
served
cold
type welding. All work guardrinks and
day with Mr. and
(Ed's note: It certainly does, cookies.
anteed. Junk cars bought. Used son; Trade Associations, Tom Jones.
D.S. S•Hortem-Paued
Virginia.)
parts sold. Warren's Welding Franklin.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Holland
CHICKS
Shop. Inquire at Warren's JewService: Leon and Linda visited Mr. and Mrs.
Community
Stock raised ea rich
CLINTON, KY.
None so little enjoy themselves I
elry Store. Phone 98,
Lake Browder, chairman; Youth, Bob William Earl Long
range. Blood tested.
Monday
Sexed. straight
and are such burdens to them- I
Street Extension on the far White and Fred Sawyer; Crippled night,
run or started
Phone 3752
selves as those who have nothchicks. Priced
side of the viaduct.
Children, Rube McKnight and
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Jones and ing to do Only the active have
right.
Rural-Urban,
Bushart;
KENTUCKY HATCHERY. All Leadmit Brieede
daughter, Dale drove to Hick- the true ielish of life.--sia3%
AUTO GLASS installed. Fulton Dr. Glynn
D. D. Slade. Pres. 327 W.4th St.. Leziairtea.Kr.
Terry; Student Loan, Ira man Sunday afternoon for a visPaint and Glass Co.,
210 Norman
Charles
Safety,
Traffic
Little:
it with Mrs. Jones' sister, Mrs.
Church.
Townes: Community Hygiene. R. C. Luther and Bro. Ben
and
Fly
Hugh
Williamson.
WANTED: Adult with car who E. E.
liains.
A & P's BIG FEATURES IN BUDGET-PRICED
is willing to work Sunday Dr. Ward Bushart,
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Pitts and
Paul
mornings only. on profitable
International Service:
children spent Tuesday in Horn proposition. Write to Joseph , Hornbeak. chairman: Internat- beak with Mrs. Pitts' parents,
Williams,
Ellis,
The
Clyde
Courier-Journal ional forums.
and Mrs. Ben Treece.
Company, Louisville, Ky.
Sr.: United Nittions, Leslie Weaks
Paul
Contacts.
International
ISBELLS IN ENGLAND—
FOR RENT: One three-room
Hornbeak: Rotary Foundation.
(Continued from page one)
SWEET JUICY
Jumbo
house on East State Line near
Sr.
Fall,
Ernest
Williams store. Elderly or
VINE
RIPENED
27
Size
Ea.
In addition to Williams, whn great champagne evening. Jim
settled couple preferred. Miss
t FOOD STORq
as presi- knows his way around London
Mattie Vincent, Fulton Route 3 succeeds Paul Hornbeak
LARGE 36-SIZE
Ea. 23c
dent, other new officers includu remarkably well and Sunday
— Dr. Ward Bushart. Vice-Presi- took us 'en famille" to BuckingJuicy
dent, and Arch Huddleston, Jr. ham Palace, Westminster, St.
Treasurer. Paul Vi'estpheling was Paul's Picadilly, The Mall, Hyde
Red
re-s lected to the post of secre- Park, the Green Park, down
Ripe
Reed's
eyeE
and
Walk
Birdcage
tary.
Vlsiturs at Tuesday's meeting were like saucers especially over
included Rotarian J. O. Lewis the beautiful guardsmen in bearCobblers
Tennessee
from Mayfield and Rotarians skin cap pacing in front of the
Correct prjces, plainly
Jimmy Cerbitt, litrold Webb. palace.
On June 9, the King's official
marked, are essential to good
Paul Meek and H. O. Pounds
Persian
birthday, Jim had a ticket lo see
l rom Martin.
food
shopping.
trooping of the colour. He
Large
Size
Orher K.:ests included Walter the
You
can
best
stay
within
to stand for two and one'
,:ischke. Jr . and Jirnmy Hogan, had
I
was
while
hours
and
half
y
our
budget
when
you
knew
1:eits ,.f their respective fathhaving a ticket
California
a,
. you shop how much each
. i-., and G. C. Richards, newly- ter over not
it vi'as better to see it cn
•r. ved her,c1 of the Fulton Conn- decided
Sweet Bing
item
is
costing
you.
Winnie's television. It was th,
's. Soil Cunservation District,
years they.
That
is
why.
we
have
a
rule
in
ten
time
first
Norman
ef
who was the guest
had it and it is the most beau:
in our stores that the price of
360 SIZE
Terry.
ful pageant in the world todr.'.
be
plainly
every
item
should
FULL
OF JUICE
shivers
The music makes
Calvert City Factory
and accurately marked on the
down one's spine and the bear:
Your Favorite
tiful Medieval pomp is unbe:tem, shelf or case.
Fresh Krisp,.
To Aid Atomic Bombs lievatale.
Fruit-Filled Pies
I'm so glad nothing has
We hope you find this
rfs,:ch in
r.yiron..01-:e acid, which wilt* happened to it in these years.
48-Size
policy helpful: and that you
lernancl for summer desserts
Pennsalt's new No wonder the English are the
be produced.
.. and such a lot of bother to
%Ill! tell us if you should ever
plant at Calvert City, Ky.. plays most closely knit people on earth.
axe that you'll want to buy
Bill and Virginia and Sallji
a vital role in the manufacture
find that we have made an
'i,trn from Underwood's and
of atomic bombs. George Beitzel. and her friend, Jean McWilliams
,rive yoarself the time and
error.
Sally
and
Savoy.
president,
the
company
here
at
are
Philadelphia
:rouble They're every bit as
We would apprnciate any
told more than 700 persons at- friend flev: over and Bill and
i!ood ss Mother used to
meeting Virginia arrived by boat on the
make!
tending the annual
Hot
Auggestions you might have
Monday night of the Paducah 8th. We went in for dinner and
improvement
of
our
for
the
House
dancing with them at the Savoy
Association of Commerce.
psice marking system or anyI Mr, Beitzel said the company's on Saturday very dressed and
new plant at Calvert City near had a wonderful time. . They're
thing else that win make your
BAICERY
lunch
287 ('ommercial
Fulton !Kentucky Darn will be "one of coming to Foyrstede for
A&P a better place to shop.
I the cornerstones in the building Thursday, before the Gold Cup
Phone 126
Please
write:
go
I of our company."
race at Ascot. Bill .had to

ROTARIANS NAME
NEW COMMITTEES

CUSTOM

SPRAYING

CLASSIFIED ADS

!Thomas Hoodenpyle

TOO LATE
FOR TEARS

CANTALOUPES

1

25c

UNDERWOOD

Customer Relations Department,

A&P Food Stores,
420 Lexington Avenue,

New York 17, N. Y.

19.95

19.95
39.95

14.95

44.95

P•95 I

RD3 END LOIN

BEEF ROAST

PORIC ROAST

Has Arrived

LB. 45'
GOOD QUALITY,

APPLE BUTTER
CORN OR PEAS
APRICOTS
PEACHES
TOMATO JUICE
SPARKLE DESSERTS
FRUIT COCKTAIL
SCHOOL DAY PEAS

19-0Z.
JAR
NO. 2

GOOD QUALITY

STORE YOUR VALUABLE
WINTER GARMENTS HERE

CAN

IONA:,HAL VES

NO. 2' 2

IN SYRUP

CAN

IONA HALVES

NO 2/
1
2
CAN

Or Slices In Syrup

46-0Z CAN

IONA

It is not a minute too soon to get your valuable winter
woolens and furs into our moth-proof, burglar-proof storage •.
vault!

4

LIBBY OR
DELMONTE

Bring them in today . .. pick them up next fall freshly
cleaned and ready for another season of wear.
You can depend on OK to take proper care of your garments.

CAN
)
4 NO.

A

CANS

CAT FLSH

LB. 57'

LB. 60'

Pan Dressed

15' FRUIT JARS"zA :NWEA:s. DT. 19( 89(
w
10( SUGAR
92'
surnic,o0D
10' OLEOMARGARINE
clirr. 19(
13' EIGHT O'CLOCK COFFEE 3'AG $1,19 i
19'. BEVERAGES
,
15' OUR OWN TEA
47' 1
CHED-O-BIT
1
'
73''
19' BAR CAKE
39' i
DO
:
T .

FINE GItANULATED

LB. BAG.

YUKON CLUB

QT. BOT. 10( !

2LB. SAG

3r

CHEESE FOOD

Lemon, Angel Food, Cocanut Ice7EAAF
.

—
BEECHNUT

Delightful Farm Fresh Flavor

BAI3Y FOOD

KEYKO MARGARINE

29'

FOR DELICIOUS SALAD

WESSON OIL
rr.
QT.

31

FORTIFIIIE0 WITH LE,VER '

•

CHOPPED

3'19( 2
AND SANITONE CLEANERS
PHONE 130

NO. 2/
1
2

FRYERS

La k e Street
ACM FOOD STORE"'
•
Pulton. Ky.
STRAINED

OK LAUNDRY

PKGS.

1 1

FRESH RIVER

FULL DRESSED

1

19.50

99.50

ANY CHUCK CUT

LB. 53'

The Moth Season

each 89c
10 lbs. 59c
dozen 39c
lb. 25c
dozen 59c
2 heads 29c
3 lbs. 29c
lb. 25c
4 ears 25c
3 for 15c
2 tubes 35c

Watermelons
Potatoes
Limes
Cherries
Lemons
Lettuce
Green Beans
Tomatoes
Green Corn
Green Peppers
Tomatoes ,,2ietpe

Customers'
Corner

99.50

99.50

PAge 7

sr

2

LBwilicTEN•
SOAP POWDER

SHORTENING

SNOWDRIFT

3

I,C. PKG.
.33e

2r

BREEZE

LB. CAN 8/1i

1-LB. CAN

tiASH DOS' FOOD
cA..vs ,17
‘
POPULAR BRAND

CIGARETTES
CTN. INCL TAX

Ab

A

)1.65

1
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sTATE uNE from pnuemonia. He
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al.

is a patient!
in Haws Hospit
Sisson
Charles and Robert
'Fulton with
spent Sunday in
relatives.
Little Guy Thomas Sutton has
been on the sick list for the past
two weeks but is better at this
writing.
The farmers of this community are taking advantage of these
sunshiney days to combine their
barley wheat, cwver seed and
what have you.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom
sp'ent a short while Sunday eve- .
ning with Mr. and Mrs Vanford
Smiley of Riceville and Mr and •
Mrs. Raymond &mon and iamily.

Roundhouse
;
Round-Up'

Handle
Only
Dependable,
Good Quality
109 CHURCH ST.
PHONE 14I3
FULTON

WHITNEL FUNERAL HOME
Fulton, Ky.
408 Eddings Street
Night
For Ambulance Service Day or

1

PHONE 88
and Member of:
Contract Funeral Home for,
l Association, hin
Buria
ors'
Direct
al
Kentucky Funer

enemy of motor -wear._
LIMO 'mile lubrication is the wear-and -tear by pving
fight
ys"
monke
Our "grease
grease in the right
your ear the right amount ofat POLSGROVE.
places. No Skimping of service

very Service.
Phone 9193 for Pickup and Deli
TS
We handle GOOD GULF PRODUC
eciated
Your Patronage is Always Appr

POLSGROVE
SERVICE STATION
Mayfield Hi-Way
Phone 9193

GULF
_________

TO FARM CUSTOMERS OF THE
INDEPENDENT OIL COMPANY:
ice and

We invite you to call us for good serv
high quality products,

-

OUR FULTON PHONE IS 238
serve new
We also solicit the opportunity to
customers in this area.

----___

(1-1

ii,iii

14"
1D74
..
'
1117211/EI

BROWDER
AND

EASLEY
FULTON, KY.

,

r

-4--.̀
(

ID

--W..----1

ASHLAND

Cominission Agents For
Fulton, Fulton County
and Obion County in
Tennessee.

COMPANY
OIL & REFINING

A Kentucky Corporation.

Home Office: Ashland, Ky.

DRIvEiN cAFE
Owned and Operated
By RAY CLONTS
Bar-B-Q by Leek Woods

plir BAR_B_Q
ICE COLD DRINKS
SHORT ORDERS
ICE COLD BEER
By the Bottle

By the Case

HOURS: 7:30 A.M. to MIDNIGHT
Phone 9194
Depot Street

tion.
Verley Scott is on his vacation.
We welcome Billy Joe Gardiner and Cliffton Travis Jr., into
the Illinois Central family.
The Illinois Central Service
Club will meet next Friday night
for their ,regular monthly meeting. A very interesting program
has been planned. The meeting '
wiii start at 6:90 p.m. so as to
enable anyone to get out in time
for the ball game, etc. We urge
all members to be present for
this meeting.
Porter Twigg is back to work
.after being off on the sick list.
Congratulations to Mr. and
Mrs. John Clayton on the birth
of a daughter.
Elmer Hawks is on his vacation
which is being spent in phio.
R. Gardiner is on his vacation.
Clarence Stunson-has returned
to work after a two week vacation.
V. L. Craven is on his vacation.
Sympathy is extended to the
family of Jesse Beaugard who
passed away June 17, 1949 at
Lamar Veteran's Hospital in
Memphis.
Mr. and Mrs. R. N. Pennington of Jackson, Tenn., are here
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Pennington on College street.
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SCOTT'S
OP.
TIN SH
Line
East State
Phone 471

E. M. (Scotty) SCOTT,
JOHN WHITAKER

lone
man
tinit
both
Ask fur either rray
trade-marks mean du. same thing.
flOrrtto UNDER AUTHORITY OP 111f COCA COLA COMPANY RV
FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., INC.
C 1949, Dm Coco-Colo Company
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For fun-on-the-run,as you've already
discovered,there's no travel mate like
—especially if it's really in the pink.
yours
that Buick of
elf for vacation tours,
So vvhile you're feadying yours
car—w ith a little of
your
how about doing the same for
to make trips
much
so
does
that
care
Buick
that special
nce—
top-notch? For insta
"
solor.

Can you "stop on a dime"?
l'he answer's yes—when our
experts get through truing up
worn drums, mounting new
listings to replace old worn owes.

Want a good steer? That's
just what you've got, after our
front-end experts get through
adjusting your steering mechanism to give it new-car lightness.

How's your view? It'll be
good, night and day, when
you let our experts check your
lights, windshield wipers, and
windows.

Does it ride roughly —squeal and
squeak at you?
Drive in—.we'll "shoot the works"
with our grease guns and oilcans to
take the noise and stiffness out of
your ride—give you easier steering.
And a Buick-trained mechanic will
give your car a conscientious
trouble - preventing inspection as
well— without charge!

In short, start your trip in our shop and you'll
Drop
find it free of car worries all the way.
ts —
in—see our facilities—talk to our exper
of
and see for yourself it's the best insurance
buy.
can
you
that
time
a good

&lob

Fulton

Roofing, Gutters
Down Spouts
Heating and Air
Conditioning Eqpt.
Stantess Steel, and
Aluminum Work.

find

Got plenty ofpep? Our engine
tune-up is just the ticket to
bring back flashing, new -car
liveliness on hills and straightliwityst

Chassis sassy ?

Ch
wa
nic
ser
yoi
gui
Ce
cer
Co.
we

between ST•LOUIS and
JACKSONVILLE

Y?
WON'T YOU DRIVE IN, TODA

•

Having a Coke Is Better
Than Thinking About It

TOO LATE
FOR TEARS
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SAVE MOTOR WEAR
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Mrs. Edgar Grissom, Cor.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Sutton
spent Sunday in Weakley CounI ty ,with Mr. Sutton's relatives.
i Congratulations to Mr. and
Mrs. N. B. Roberson of Clayton
By Alice Coleman
+.644.1 j on the birth of their son, Ken00.4.4414444414.44,4.4.4.4
Robas I neth Moore, June 13. Mrs.
June is popularly regarded
erson is the former Martha
!
when
,
month
ng
weddi
nity.
a favorite
tradi- Moore of this commu
young people assume Ow
Mr. and Mrs Edgar Grissom
o
(
or
better
"for
tional _vins:s
Sunday morning
likeWis spent a while
worse." Hence June is
ith her father and family, Mr.
ation
celebr
the
for
month
a good,
Weatherford and
Central . a d Mrs. W. M.
this year by the Illinois
hill Communiof sons of the Spring
years
fifty
the
of
oad
Railr
quali- ty.
which
ation
associ
ul
faithf
Mr. and Mfs. Bun Fulcher and
the
fy veteran employees for
en, Mrs. Julius Fulcher
childr
the
railroads highest awards-Myrtle were Saturday evenand
half-century gold passes.
ingd visitors in this community
'
The golden anniversary this
who; Line Mission.
year comes to fifty workers
al
Charlie Phillips spent Sunday
started with the Illinois Centr
the, with his son and family and his
not later than 1899. This is
largest yearly class since the daughter near Dyersburg, Tenn.
Johnnie Hicks is suffering
custom was estplished in 1936.
year.
Up to and including this
to
such awards have been made
out
439 Illinois Central workers,
of this record 111 of these men
reare still on the job, 173 have
has
tired and 155 have died. It
man
well been said that when a
lie
devotes his life to an industry
has truly paid that industry the
NEW
greatest compliment possible.'
Half a century is a long life's
by
ed
honor
is
ad
work. The railro
is
devotion of this nature and
J.1
delighted in turn to honor the
"SN.
men who have been with it for
ry
centu
y
nearl
its
half
more than
long career. The men from Fulton that have just returned frorn
the big dinner in Chicago and received their gold passes are: Jake
Earnest
Huddeston, engineer,
Over the VULCAN ROUTE
Bell, engine foreman and C. R.
Collins, freight agent.
VIA Cane Grrarcleau, Mo. - Jackson, Tenn. -Tupel, Miss.
Go.
BIRMINGHAM. ALA. -Columbus, Go. - Albany,
Misses Tessie and Lula AnderLeave FULTON, KENTUCKY
Southbound
son and C. H. Anderson all of
Northbound
11:07 P.M.
12:53 P.M.
4:10 P.M.
10:10 A.M.
Jackson, Tenn., have returned to
their home after a visit with Mrs.
W. R. McKenzie and family on
Edding street.
;
E. F. Hart is on his vacation.
Phone 44
-"-RhV 4th and Carr Sts.
W. B. Carnes is on his vacation.
M. M. Matlock is on his vaca-i
.•
tion.
V. J. Voegli Jr., is acting General Foreman while Mr. Matlock
is taking his vacation and Carl
Brittain is acting Roundhouse
foreman releiving Mr. Voegeli.
A. E. Glasco is on his vacation.
A. T. Carter is off vacationing.
I think be iS at ICentucky Dam'
fishing.
_ _
W. C. Jacob has returned to
wcrk after a vacation which he
reported well enjoyed.
Sid Payne of Memphis was in
Fulton Friday and Saturday on
e
-- business.
Mr. Garden out of Chicago was
in Fulton Friday working.
Mrs. M. M. Matlock and daughters attended a church wedding
in Paducah last Thursday.
The J. W. Coleman's visited
Mrs. T. P. Clark in Jackson Sunday.
Mrs. W. M. Blackstone has returned home after a visit in
Vicksburg, Miss., with relatives.
W. M. Blackstone has been
called to the bedside of his father, Dick Blackstone in Water
Valley, Miss.
J. J. Blehinger is on his vaca-
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News About
Our Colored Friends

Some folks Say we're CRAZY

by
NIA1ILDA ALLEN
The Annual Men's Day pro
gram presented at St. Paul AME
Church last Sunday afternoon ,
was very successful willh the',
men taking full charge of thei
service. Rev. Thomas Tunson,
yoUng minister of the city, was
guest speaker for the occasion.1
Cecil Maddox, Jr., was master of
ceremonies.
and
Mrs. Margaret McClain
Colda Martin are spending a two
weeks vacation in Chicago, Ill.
Mr. and Mrs Howard Fry have
moved from Taylor street to
Bates
South
their home on
street.
Rev. and Mrs. C. C. Hudson
spent last week in St. Louis visiting Rev. Hudson's sister.
Mr. and Mrs. N. G. Codtly of
Chicago, Ill.. is the guest of Mrs.
Loucille Patterson and Lucy
Watchford.
Mrs. Cassie Chambers is attending summer school at Lane
College in Jackson, Tenn.
Willard Stunson, Walter Young
David Hensley', Oliver Bardwell, Tim Ray and Noah Stunson attended the ball game between the St. Louis Cardinals
and the Brooklyn Dodgers in St.
Louis/ last week. Poor Walter is.
still dazed over seeing -Jackie
Roberson and Larry Doby.
Miss Ella Mae Hail is attending
summer school at the Indiana
University at Bloomington. Ind.

tt
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anci we probably are!
"What a crazy way to run a business," they
tell us. Here you up and introduce a new line
of refrigerators and ranges to Fulton one
week, and the next week you cut price and
close 'em out. Right in the season when paints,
lawn furniture and garden tools are selling
.as fast as can be, you slash their prices, too.
You keep on buying new phonograph records
and selling them barely above cost."

"What's the matter with you folks; are you
going nuts ? ? "
To which we reply . . . "We probably are."
We have SO MUCH to get moved out (three
floors full) and SO LITTLE time to do it,
that we are going around in circles.
Come in and browse around; the store is
yours. We have all kinds of amazing bargains,
and if you don't get 'em, don't say we didn't
tell you!

When Ya Gotia Go

Ya Gotta Go

OUR LEASE IS EXPIRING
KITCHENWARE REDUCED 10% OR MORE

Human merit or demerit will
find its proper level. Divinity alone solves the problem of humanity, and that in God's own
time. "By their fruits ye shall
know them.--Mary Eddy.
All successful individuals-have
become such by hard work: by
improving moments before, they
pass into hours, and hours that ,
other people may occupy in the
pursuit of pleasure.-Mary Bak ,‘r Eddy.

Enamel refrigerator crispers, extra large $2.15; $2.00
Clear plastic refr. crispers, reg. $2.59 __ Now $1.59
Lily paper drinking cups and dispenser (set) $2.05
80c
Wall-protectors (clear) (2 sheets 25x40)
85c
size
Covered aluminum saucepan, 2-qt.
40c
French-fry basket, ____
$1.20
covered
Rubber-covered dish drainer $2. Wire
Graters, 80c Cake pans, 28c Pie pans 20c, 12c, Sc
Porcelain Platters 79c
Funnels 8c to 31c
Dazey Butter Churns, $2.80 $4.95 juicer, now $2.95
, off
Refrigerator trays to fit all sizes and makes 20"
$1.45
now
____
$2.45
reg
set
Plastic individual ice-cube
55c
chopper
Nut
28c
Sifters,
80c
pins,
rolling
Wood
Kitchen scales $5.50 for 4.40; 3.50 for 2.80 1.50 for 1.20
See our whole table of miscellaneous kitchen items;
(some more; when so marked). Lots of handy items.
all 20% off. '
Sunbeam "Mixmasters," (set) $39.95 ____ Now $35.95
Dormeyer mixer andshopper set, reg. $39.95 now $35.95
now $34.50
Dormeyer mixer set, reg. $37.50
__ now $26.95
Dormeyer mixer set, reg. $29.95
Now, $10.45
Gilbert hand "whirlbeater," reg. $12.95
Manning-Bowman electric table broiler ___ Now $7.45
Do-all electric table broiler reg. $12.50 ____ Now $6.25
Holliwood electric table broiler, reg. $21.95 now $10.95
Toasters . . Irons .. Hotplates . . Pressure Cookers
10% off (more, where marked) See our displays

TOO LATE
FOR TEARS

already
riate like
he pink.

n tours,
little of
ike trips

Reg. $2.10 Leatherette
Covered

METAL
WASTE BASKET
Browns, Iiine4, Blues, rinks
1%While They Last):

WOOD PORCH $9.95

ROCKERS
White Enamel: Red Tries
(While They Last:

4.95

KITCHEN CABINETWARE
IKAUSE

Metal 2-door,5-shelf utility cab. reg. $21.95 Now $15.95
Metal 2-door, 5-shelf utility cab. reg. $21.95 Now $17.45
Metal 1-door, 5 adj. shelves util. cab. $27.50 Now $21.50
Now $49.95
Full-size kitchen cabinet reg. $59.95
__ Now $19.95
Kitchen safe, reg. $37.50 ____
___ Now $21.95
Kitchen corner cabinet, Reg. $31.50
Kitchen metal wall cabinet 18x24; 2 doors reg. $14.95
NOW $12.95
Kitchen metal wall cabinet, 15x30; 1 door, reg. $14.95
NOW $12.95
Kitchen wood base cabinet, linoleum top; reg. $40.50
NOW $20.25

rrs

eL

, emu
ior

REG. 15( SIMULATED
CUT GLASS BERRY

BOWLS
While They Last:

ELECTRIC FIXTURES, 25% OFF

NOT SWEST!

Ceiling Fixtures:(Glass Shades):
Now $4.50
:3-bulb kitchen fixture, reg. $5.95
Now $3.75
2-bulb kitchen fixtures, reg. $4.95 _____
Now $2.20
1-bulb porch fixture, reg. $2,95
3-bulb living room,whi te or pink shade reg. $6.95
NOW $5.20
Now $2.95
1-bulb crystal shade, reg. $3.95 _
Lots of others too numerous to mention.
Wall Fixtures:
Now $2.95
Bathroom light and bulb reg. $3.95,
Now $2.50
Pin-up lamps, reg. $3.95 _
All kinds of porcelainiewall fixtures for bathrooms,
kitchens and miscellaneous uses. All reduced 25%. See
our displays.
Antique copper porch wall fixtures, reg. $6.75Now$5.25
We have a varied and beautiful assortment of modern
ceiling and wall fixtures for ALL ROOMS; Brass,
copper, glass. 25% off WHILE THEY LAST.

3.viol.Rerwri

AMERICA'S
CHOKIST
POSNER
Sterlin

Trump 4-Hour

ENAMEL
Reg. 35c size
Over i/2 pint
Reg. 15c size
now

19c
9c

fALTON tLECI111,..qp ilfiNNITUR[co.

Wa.
;boding Berovers, loc., tVOIlt\

kle •

;
I

319 323
t

WALNUT ST -•0

Combination 5-tube Sonora radio-phonograph; plays
12 records automatically, w'alnut cabinet. Low to be$53.95
gin with at $59.95, reduced 10% to
Combination radio-phonograph, 6-tube Sonora; wal$80.95
nut cabinet; reg. $89.95, reduced to
Table Radios
Sonora 6-tube ivory plastic cabinet, reg. 34.95Now31.45
Sonora 6-tube walnut cabinet; reg. $42.95 Now $38.95
Sonora 6-tube walnut cabinet, reg. 43.95, Now $39.95
Sonora 8-tube FM-AM set, ivory plastic; reg. $68.95,
NOW $59.95
Sonora 4-tube walnut plastic cabinet, reg. $17.95
NOW $16.15
Sonora 4-tube Ivory plastic cabinet, reg. $18.95
$17.05
Emerson 5-tube, walnut cabinet, reg. $32.95 Now $24.95
Emerson 6-tube, plastic cabinet (this set includes a
hearing aid device) Reg. $45.00 Now reduced to $40.50
Emerson 6-tube, walnut cabinet, Reg. $39.95 Now$29.95
Clarion 6-tube battery set (complete with "A"and "B"
$29.95
pack) reg. $57.45 now a bargain at
Meek 4-tube battery set (complete with A and B pack)
reg. $57.45, another Bargain at
$29.95
RECORD PLAYERS
Now $24.75
Portable electric, reg. $27.50
Portable electric, reg. $37.50
Now $33.75
Portable electric, reg. $40.30
Now $36.25
Portable electric, reg. $54.00
60
Now
Portable electric, reg. $24 95 .95
likfo'w
Automatic record changer-player( connects to radio)
Reg. $45.32;
Now $40.80
__ Now $17.95
"Windup" record player, reg. $19.95
Wilcox-Gay Recordio (recorder, phonograph and radNow $100.00
io) Reg. $189.95
-gm +Nom
APPLIANCES
Apex Washer, reg. $139.95
Now $100.00
Zenith washer, reg. $99.95
Now $89.95
Zenith washer, heavy duty double-tub reg $129.95
NOW $119.95
Everhot "Rangette" (for table) reg. $42.95 Now $36.95
Apex Ironer, reg. $159.95
__ Now $100
Quality electric range, reg. $199.95
__ Now $179.95
Quality electric range, (with light and timer)
Reg. $239.95
Now $219.95
Quality electric range, Deluxe model reg. $274.95
NOW $254.95
Shapleigh refrigerators, 7 1-2 cu. ft. model reg. $239.95
NOW $219.95
Shapleigh refrigerators, _9 cu. ft. Deluxe model;
Reg. 289.95
Now $259.95
American porcelain sink and base cabinet; 44" single
drain and tub; reg. $129.95
Now $103.95
American porcelain sink and base cabinet, 48" doubletub, sliding drain; Reg. $167.75
f
20
01w34s.4
$5N5o;wN$
Double tub sink, no base; cast iron; reg.

ALL COLORS

BEER

ALL-GRAIN

RADIO AND APPLIANCE BARGAINS

- THIS WEEKS HIT PARADE
1. Riders In The Sky

6. Cruising Down
The River

2. Again
7. Careless Hands
3. Forever and Ever

8. Bali Hag

4. Some Enchanted
Evening

9. I Don't See Me In
Your Eyes Anymore

5. "A" You're
Adorable

10. Bb.by It's Cold
Ou

r
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Veterinary Service
Day or Night

SEED CLEANING

Phone 807-R

OF ALL KINDS

A. C. BUTTS & SONS

Or Call 70

Dr. H.W.Connaughton

Seeds
Groceries — Feeds —
es 602-03
403 E. State Line Phon

•
Graduate Veterinarian
n
ulte
in-F
Located on Mart
Highway.

RUPTURE

ess of leather,
That old truss with harn
elastic, straps, belts.
ION
SATIONAL NEW INVENT
IT'S HERE — THE SEN " RUPTURE SUPPORT
"MD
D'S
SUTHERLAN
as world's
aimed by actual wearers
Approved by Doctors—Acclure — Lasts Indefinitely — Always
rupt
tor
y
over
disc
test
grea
Featherweight
Clean — No Odors —
408 Lake Street
Phones 70-4241

niRow AwAy

CITY DRUG CO•

HELP WANTED
MACHINE OPERATORS
d
Experienced or Invxperience
Of
Apply At The Office

HENRY I. SIEGEL CO., INC.
Fulton. Ky.

Fourth Street

CLOSING OUT!
Our Entire Stock of Famous

KEM-TONE
(The Miracle Paint)

79c

$1.89

Per Quart

Per Gallon

FOOD.••14.0lite ages..
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PAUL HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
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Sold and Guaranteed

In ONE COAT
.. . It Covers Most Walls
And Dries In One Hour.
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Collier
Mr. and Mrs. Hillman
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BIG -RANGE COOKING IN,
LESS THAN 2 FEET SQUARE!
in. oven
4. Huge 4800 cu. meal
, or
holds a complete
30-1b, turkey.

3 Full Size Super-Speed Surface Units.
* Big 6-gt. capacity
Cooker (5 spoof/tn.
* Fost Double-Duty Broiler.
* Top-Quality Construction
of Highest-Priced Ranges.

. HURRY!

BENNETT ELECTRIC
Phone 1540 — 217 Main, Phone 201
2 Stores:- 324 Walnut,
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Write Patricia Latane to Solve Your Problems
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THE DERBY CAFE

CURB SERVICE
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OF A BUY: LICONA

LENNOX

OIL AND COAL FURNACES

Furnaces Cleaned and Repaired
Gutters and Downspouts Repaired or Replaced
For Prompt Service Phone 502

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP
Fulton,Ky.

Olive Street

FLOOR AND PORCH

ENAMEL

Heavy duty enamel for application to
exposed outdoor or indoor surfaces.
Retains high gloss, stands heavy
traffic. Excellentcoverage proves great
economy in this practical, long wear.
ing high lustre finish. Dries quickly.
Deep colors and lighter tones.
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SUMMER FARM NEEDS
Spool $6.95
Roll $19.00
Roll $13.50
Roll $22.00
1047-6-11 FENCE
Roll $ 9.00
2158-6-141/0 FENCE ___
OIL, 5-gallan can $1.55
PREMIUM MOTOR

RE ____
4-Pt. HEAVY BARB WI
939-6-11 FENCE __
939-6-121!2 FENCE

E OF PAINTS
A COMPLETE LIN
Bale $12.50
BALER TWINE __
50-1b. Bale ,$/i.00
BINDER TWINE
of Superphosphate
We Still Have Plenty
and Nitrate of Soda
FEEDS:
OPEN FORMULA
Super Laying Mash
Market Laying Mash
Mash
Starting and Growing
Rabbit feed, pelleted

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
402 Nlain St.

Fulton

Phone 399

cwt. $4.45
cwt. $4.30
cwt. $4.70
lb. 41/2c
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MEDALIST

Legion Grabs League Lead;
Smith's Cafe Enters Team
New Yard Cafe Bows
Out Of Softball Loop
After four full nights of play
this week the American Legion
has succeeded Browder Mill at
the top of the City Recreation
League softball standings.
Manager Neal Looney's Legionaires counted three wins during
the v;eek including a needed win
over the second-place Millers
and a long-awaited victory over
their arch-foes, the Veterans of
Foreign Wars.
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1

team sponsored by the
New Yards Cafe, currently sharing the cellar with the South
Fulton Boosters, has changed
hands and is now backed by
Smith's Cafe. Al Owens. league
president stated that teStative
plans for an all-star game were
being made, with July 4 now set
as the date.
Scores on games during the
.
week:
June 16
Am. Legion 103 .301 0--8 10 4
Browder Mill 102 102 0-6 6 4
Bannasch
Works and Moore;
and Stinnett.
200 133 13-13 10 3
Browder
Methodist 002 021 50-10 13 3
Whitt, Bannasch and Stinnett;
Alexander and Merryman.
100 010 0— 2 4 3
Baptist
127 469 0-22 20 2
VFW ...
Mann, and Tyner; Huddle and
Bone.
June 17
Am. Legion 210 004 0-7 10 3
Smith Cafe 210 000 0-3 8 4
Roberts
Works and Walker;
and Haddad.
S. F. Boosters 011 000 3-5 8 6
Water Valley 422 334 0--17 15 2
Ryan and Harris; Carter and
McAlister
June 20
Baptist .. . 201 711 0-12 15 2
S F Boosters 001 102 1— 5 10 2
Shaw and Tyner; Pannell and
Brown.
Baptist .. . 174 010 0-13 11 4
Smith Cafe 100 222 0— 7 13 8
Shaw and Hogg; Roberts and
Madden.
S F Boosters 000 020 3--5 3 3
...402 000 0-6 3 I
Methodist
Ruddle and Robertson; Alexander and Jones.
June 21
Water Valley 000 201 0-3 8 3
004 022 0-8 8 3
BroWder
Carter and McAlister; Bannasch
and Stinnett.
Am. Legion 120 206 0-11 12 3
200 030 3— 8 10 4
VFW
Works and Walker; Ruddle and
Bone.
Water Valley 132 005 0-12 7 3

1
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ORPHELIM
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WILLIAM BOYD
in

Paducah. Runners-up -were Mrs.
C. L. Austin, Mayfield, 46: Mrs.
Dorothy Scanlon. Paducah, 50;
Fuiton's
Rodgers,
Mrs. Bunn
Mrs. Harry Mathis and Mrs.
to
41
a
shot
who
champion golfer
Parke Taylor, both of Paducah
win the Four-way Golf Tourna- with a score of 54.
ment held here at the club on ,
Tuesday. Mrs. Rodgers won over '
contestants from Mayfield and
.... 000 213 0— 6 4 5'
VFW
Puckett and Alexander; Roach
and Bone.
League Standings
W L Pet.
Team
6 1 .857
Am. Legion
5 1 .833
Browder Mill
3 2 .600 ,
Methodist
3 2 .600
Water Valley
2 2 .500
Baptist
2 3 .400
VFW
0 5 .000
S. F. Boosters
0 5 .000
Smith Cafe
Games Coming Up-June 23—Browder vs. S. F.
Boosters; Baptist vs. Am. Legion.
June 24—VFW vs. Smith; Water Valley vs. Methodist
June 27—Browder vs. Baptist;
Boosters vs. Am. Legion.
June 28—Smith vs. Methodist:
VFW vs. Water Valley.
June 30--Browder vs. Am. Legion; S. F. Boosters vs. Baptist.

Thf

Brantly D. Amberg Is
Training At Campbell

Brantly D. Amberg, son of Mr.
and Mrs. W. R. Amberg, Hickand a student at the University of Kentucky, is one of
81 University ROTC students attending summer training camp
at Cainp Campbell, it was announced last week by Col. G. T. ,
Mackenzie, head of the UK Department of Military Science and
Tactics.
Amberg, a junior in the 13K
MAYFIELD GOLFERS HERE College of Commerce, is a mem--;
ber of Alpha Tau Omega social;
The Fulton Country Club golf- fraternity.
ers will be hosts to a 20-man
•
team from the Mayfield Country LOCAL MEN ATTEND CAMP
Club SUnday afternoon for an inClifford Shields, Dr. J. L. Jones.
ter-club meeCat the local- links.
are
The first foursomes are sched- Jr., and Paul Westpheling
leaving tomorrow morning for a
uled to tee off at 1:00.
two-day "contact camp" of reJoe Hall, club secretary, again serve officers at Fort Knox, Ky.
issued a call for caddies and asked that the boys report to the
Good actions crown themselves
caddy master before play starts.
with lasting bays;
— -

Rai▪lroaders Sag To
Second Division

-- MY DREAM
IS NOW'S
*

Dr. J. L. Jones, Jr, placed
fitst at the weekly shoot of the
Fulton Trap Club Sunday at the
i club range at the Fairgrounds.
Dr. Ward Bushart and O. M. Me, Pherson were tied for second
place and Bob White, club presi, dent was third.
Attendance was increasea over
previous Sundays and there were
several visitors. Club officials ato
non-members
gain invite
shoot with them Sunday at 2:15.

Reac
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Volume
Star Brand All-Leather
Mens—Womens—Children's

SHOES

TOO LATE
FOR TEARS

Black Patent, red kid.
and vhite.
Reg, $7.95, now

5.95
(Others, Reg. $9.95
now 56.95)

SPORTING GOODS

-C-ROSLEY-

Several player changes were
made during thg week. Pitcher
Jim Dambach and first baseman
Billy Randolph were the principal ones to feel the axe. Randolph, who has been with the
Railroaders since the first of the
year, was replaced by Ned Waldrop, six-four first baseman and '
was optione:".
.vho
outfielder, ,
fro:n Cha lotte, N. C. Last season Waldrop hit .343 and belted
out 17 home runs with Forrest
City of the West Carolina League !
a class a league.
Kitty League Standing
W L Pet.
Team
37 9 .804
Owensboro
27 20 .574
Union City
25 21 .543
Cairo ...
23 21 .523
Hopkinsville
24 22 .522
Madisonville
24 26 .480
FULTON
14 31 .311
Mayfield
10 30 .250
Clarksville
Games Coming Up:—
June 23—Cairo.
June 24—Cairo.
June 25—At Union City.
June 26—At Union City.
June 27—Hopkinsviller
June 28—Hopkinsville.
June 29—At Cairo.
June 30—At Cairo.
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ARTIFICIAL
Roaches, Grasshoppers and Crickets.
Luminous Baits and Corks

4.95
(Others, Reg. 57.95,
now $5.93)

Brazilian Bamboo Poles
green
rrd,
Black.
white. brown and
frust.
BASEBALL GLOVES
Reg. 37.95, now
Boys' Ba.seball Suits

$4.00

5.95

OFFICIAL BASEBALL SHOES

(Other sandals,
Reg. $5.93. noiw 53.95)

PROTECTORS
SANITARY HOSE and SOX
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TENNIS RACQUETS, BALLS

3.95

TENNIS NETS
BADMINTON SETS
TABLE TENNIS SETS
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te
Is

(Other sandals in all
color, S.193

RACQUET PRESSES
TENNIS RACQUETS
RESTRUNG
One Group Boys white
ventilated oxfords:
Reg 54.91t. now

THERMOS JUGS
MINNOW BUCKETS
PORTABLE ICE BOXES
PORTABLE RADIOS

188

CHARCOAL STOVES
FOLDING BOAT SEATS
FOLDING BALL SEATS
MOSQUITO HEAD NETS
LIFE VESTS
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FOR ALL OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES!

BATS — BALLS — MASKS
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with four straight losses to the
Madisonville Miners plummeting
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show as the Union City lefthander gave up only four hits and
provided the winning runs with
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night at Hopkinsville the Railroaders split a double header
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with the Hoppers Wednesday
night taking the first game 8 to
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Cartoon and Comedy
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Electric and Acetylene Welding — Motor Re-Building
Slow and Fast Battery Charging
iCooking with a Crosley is so
easy imd fast it's almost auto, matic! See the new Crosley
Electric Ranges today.

$150.00
WILLIAMS
HARDWARE CO.
247 F. 4th St.

Fulton

Other Men's Sununer Shoes

CALL US FOR FREE ESTIMATE

'OUR WORK IS GUARANTEED'
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